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ABSTRACT

INVESTIGATING EMISSIONS AND EVOLUTION OF REACTIVE NITROGEN IN WESTERN U.S.

WILDFIRE SMOKE PLUMES

Wildfires are an important source of reactive nitrogen (Nr) to the atmosphere. Large wildfires are

becoming more frequent in the western U.S. and smoke from large western U.S. wildfires is becoming

a proportionately larger driver of poor air quality in certain U.S. regions. Nr in smoke contributes to the

production of ozone (O3), the formation of secondary inorganic and organic aerosol, and nitrogen de-

position to downwind ecosystems, with attendant negative impacts on human and ecosystem health

and important consequences for the earth’s radiative budget. Smoke from wildfires is difficult to sam-

ple though, since it is hard to predict exactly where fires will start and which fires will grow larger across

the western U.S. Scientific aircraft are able to sample smoke where and when it occurs, making them

ideal platforms from which to gather observations of gases and particles in smoke. This dissertation

presents results from three analyses investigating the emissions and evolution of reactive nitrogen in

wildfire smoke using data from the Western wildfires Experiment on Cloud chemistry, Aerosol absorp-

tion, and Nitrogen (WE-CAN). The WE-CAN field intensive sampled fresh smoke from 23 identified

large wildfires in the western U.S. during August and September 2018. Pseudo-Lagrangian (”lawn-

mower pattern”) sampling was accomplished for about half of these fires, meaning that the plane was

able to intercept the same smoke multiple times as it was transported downwind. Additionally, mixed

and older smoke from indeterminate sources was sampled in the free troposphere as well as in the

California Central Valley where it mixed with anthropogenic emissions. These data represent a large

increase in the number of western wildfire smoke plumes intercepted by research aircraft in a system-

atic fashion.

First, I present a general overview of Nr emissions from 16 wildfires using a large cross section

of the suite of chemical and physical measurements made onboard the National Science Founda-

tion/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NSF/NCAR) C-130 aircraft. I find that reduced N com-

pounds generally make up more than half of the total measured Nr (ΣNr) (39 - 80%, median = 66%).

This was not necessarily expected since we sampled plumes from fires at their most active time of day,
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with assumed burning conditions that favored emission of oxidized forms of Nr. I observe evidence of

rapid chemistry in the minutes between emission and the first sampling periods in all fires via signifi-

cant abundances of peroxyacetic nitric anhydride (PAN) even in these youngest plume samples. I find

evidence for the influence of both combustion conditions and fuel N content influencing the ratio of

the sum of measured ammonia (NH3) plus particulate ammonium (pNH4) and the sum of oxidized ni-

trogen (ΣNHx/ΣNOy). Finally, estimated emission factors (EF) from these fires can be compared with

previous literature for similar fuel types, with NH3 EFs similar to or higher than previous lab and field

observations, and NOx EFs generally lower than previous estimates.

Next I explore the evolution of NH3 in fresh and aged smoke. Focusing on 8 pseudo-Lagrangian

sampled plumes, I observe e-folding loss timescales for NH3 with respect to gas-particle partitioning

on the order of minutes to hours, similar to previous estimates in fresh smoke. I find empirical evidence

for the association of NH3 and nitric acid (HNO3) to form ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3), though not

all plumes contain conditions favorable to NH4NO3 formation. Fresh, dense plumes injected at higher

altitudes (and lower temperatures) are more likely to favor NH4NO3 formation, a conclusion consistent

with previous model simulations in the literature. Measured organic acid ions also suggest the presence

of NH4-organic salts in the plumes sampled. Finally, I also use observations collected in medium and

old aged smoke to find additional evidence for the formation of NH4NO3 in plumes injected higher in

the atmosphere with larger oxidized N to NH3 ratios.

Lastly, I investigate the production of PAN and peroxypropionic nitric anhydride (PPN) in the same

set of pseudo-Lagrangian sampled plumes. Increases in dilution-corrected PAN and PPN mixing ratios

in all plumes suggest that PAN and PPN are produced in all smoke plumes sampled, with the rate of

increase similar to the handful of previous observations. I then use a simple observation-based model

to determine the dominant precursors of PAN and PPN in fresh smoke plumes. From the model I infer

that acetaldehyde is the dominant immediate PAN precursor in large western wildfire smoke plumes,

with biacetyl also serving as an important precursor. To my knowledge this is the first time these con-

clusions have been drawn for smoke from an observational framework and it suggests that biacetyl

should be included in models of smoke plume evolution. With respect to PPN, I find that propanal is

an important immediate PPN precursor in fresh wildfire smoke. Unexpectedly, I also find that at least

one other immediate PPN precursor is likely needed to explain PPN production, and suggest that this

precursor may be ethylglyoxal. However, very few in situ measurements of ethylglyoxal exist to test this

hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO WESTERN U.S. WILDFIRES

The complex mixture of gases and particles in wildfire smoke has long been recognized as an im-

portant component of the earth system (e .g . Andreae et al. 1988). Biomass burning releases significant

amounts of greenhouse gases (Seiler and Crutzen 1980; Urbanski 2014) as well as other trace gases that

impact atmospheric chemistry on local to global scales (Boubel et al. 1969; Darley et al. 1966; Crutzen

et al. 1979; Akagi et al. 2011). Smoke aerosol has important direct and indirect effects on the earth’s ra-

diative budget (Penner et al. 1992; Christopher et al. 2000) and contributes to PM2.5 (particulate matter

with diameters less than 2.5 microns), a key air pollutant harmful to human health (e .g . Correia et al.

2013). Recently, we are also learning much more about the gaseous hazardous air pollutants in smoke

(O’Dell et al. submitted). Lastly, smoke from biomass burning has important ecosystem and biogeo-

chemical cycling impacts through the redistribution of key elements such as nitrogen and potassium

(Crutzen and Andreae 1990; Kanakidou et al. 2018).

Our understanding of these diverse impacts from wildfire smoke has expanded dramatically in the

past several decades (Sokolik et al. 2019). At the same time humans continue to perturb the drivers of

wildfires through land use modification and climate change (Bowman et al. 2009; Marlon et al. 2012;

Keywood et al. 2013). Large wildfires are becoming more frequent in the western U.S. (Westerling 2016)

and smoke from large western U.S. wildfires can impact atmospheric composition on a continental

scale (Jaffe et al. 2008; Park et al. 2003, 2007). Smoke is becoming a proportionately larger driver of

poor air quality in certain U.S. regions in the context of decreasing anthropogenic emissions from many

sectors (McClure and Jaffe 2018; O’Dell et al. 2019), ongoing climate change (Schoennagel et al. 2017;

Williams et al. 2019), and fire management practices (Kolden 2019; Schultz and Moseley 2019).

Smoke is complex and difficult to sample. A large wildfire contains a range of burning conditions at

any given time. One researcher has described large wildfires as “1000 small fires all burning differently”

(Jack Dibb, personal communication). Since wildfires are a natural phenomena that is difficult to plan

for, atmospheric researchers have used a combination of laboratory studies (e .g . McMeeking et al.

2009), opportunistic field sampling (e .g . Liu et al. 2016), planned aircraft campaigns (e .g . Wofsy et al.

1992; Yokelson et al. 2009), prescribed burn sampling (e .g . Akagi et al. 2012b), and satellite analyses
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(e .g . Adams et al. 2019) to study the composition and evolution of smoke. In their recent review, Soko-

lik et al. (2019) describe two main goals for the study of smoke emissions, evolution and atmospheric

impacts: ”[T]o clarify chemistry and transport to improve air quality and health and to accurately inte-

grate and model feedback within climatic systems.” This dissertation aims to use a novel aircraft dataset

to explore key questions related to these goals by investigating the emissions and evolution of reactive

nitrogen in wildfire smoke.

1.2 INTRODUCTION TO THE WESTERN WILDFIRES EXPERIMENT ON CLOUD CHEMISTRY, AEROSOL AB-

SORPTION, AND NITROGEN (WE-CAN)

The WE-CAN project deployed the National Science Foundation/National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NSF/NCAR) C-130 research aircraft in summer 2018 (22 July – 13 September) to sample

wildfire smoke during its first day of atmospheric evolution (https://www.eol.ucar.edu/field_

projects/we-can). All data are available in the WE-CAN data archive (https://data.eol.ucar.

edu/master_lists/generated/we-can/). The flight plans and aircraft payload were specifically

designed to answer questions related to reactive nitrogen (Nr) in wildfire smoke plumes, as well as ques-

tions related to absorbing aerosols, cloud activation and other chemical processes in wildfire plumes.

Approximately two thirds of the flight hours (134 total) were focused on sampling emissions and ag-

ing of daytime wildfire smoke. The other third of flight hours were devoted to sampling smoke-cloud

mixtures. The goal of the emission and aging flight hours was to fly as close to its source as possible

given safety and logistical constraints and to systematically characterize the variability in emissions for

a wide set of fires burning in different ecosystems under varying environmental conditions. Flight pat-

terns were largely consistent across fires sampled during WE-CAN, with additional sampling added to

specific fires. Upon approaching a major wildfire, the aircraft first sampled upwind air to characterize

upwind conditions. The aircraft then crossed the smoke plume downwind of the fire as close to the fire

as possible. This transect was typically done at a single altitude, but was possible at several altitudes

for a subset of fires. From here, the aircraft sampled the smoke through multiple downwind plume

transects in order to characterize smoke evolution in a pseudo-Lagrangian fashion.

Pseudo-Lagrangian sampling was attempted for 12 fires during WE-CAN, but WE-CAN sampled

smoke that could be traced to 23 different wildfires located in 8 different western U.S. states. The sum-

mer 2018 U.S. wildfire season was very active, the sixth-largest on record in terms of burn area. Within

the U.S. 58,083 wildfires burned 8.8 million acres (Hoover and Hanson 2019). Thus the aircraft was
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able to opportunistically sample many fresh smoke plumes en route to or returning from the target

wildfires. The WE-CAN flights spanned the period of the day with the greatest wildfire activity and the

easiest aircraft access. During the majority of the campaign, when the aircraft was based in Boise, ID,

the flights typically took off between 12:00 and 14:00 Local Time (Mountain Time=UTC - 6 hours), and

landed between 19:00 and 21:00 Local Time. WE-CAN sampled a mixture of fire sizes, ignition types,

and fuel types. The final burn area of fires sampled during WE-CAN ranged from less than 5,000 acres

(e.g., Wigwam Fire) to more than 450,000 acres (Mendocino Complex Fire). Each fire was associated

with the Fuel Characteristic Classification System (FCCS) fuelbeds that burned during the specific time

the NSF/NCAR C-130 aircraft was sampling the smoke (Ottmar et al. 2007). The fires sampled during

WE-CAN (red triangles), along with the flight tracks (grey lines), are shown in Figure 1.1.

FIG. 1.1. Flight tracks during WE-CAN (grey) with fires sampled (red triangles and labels) and
plume segments used in the Chapter 3 analysis highlighted in orange. The black square denotes
our base of operations in Boise, ID.
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1.3 INTRODUCTION TO REACTIVE NITROGEN IN SMOKE

The emissions and evolution of reactive nitrogen in wildfire smoke will be explored in the remain-

der of this dissertation. Reactive nitrogen (Nr = all N-compounds except N2O and N2) within biomass

burning smoke contributes to the production of ozone (O3) (Jaffe and Wigder 2012), the formation of

secondary inorganic (Trentmann et al. 2005) and organic aerosol (Lin et al. 2016), and nitrogen (N) de-

position to downwind ecosystems (Chen et al. 2014; Prenni et al. 2014). The form of Nr within smoke

ranges from fully reduced (NH3) to highly oxidized (nitric acid; HNO3). Roughly half of the N emitted

by biomass burning is thought to be molecular nitrogen (N2), an important denitrification process in

ecosystems (Kuhlbusch et al. 1991; Lobert et al. 1990). Small molecules such as NH3, nitric oxide (NO),

and isocyanic acid (HNCO) comprise the majority of the remaining N emissions, with smaller contri-

butions from hydrogen cyanide (HCN), nitrous acid (HONO), acetonitrile (CH3CN), and a wide variety

of other N-containing volatile organic compounds (NVOCs, including amine, amide, nitrile, nitro, iso-

cyanate, and N-heterocyclic compounds) (e .g . Coggon et al. 2016).

Fixed N in burning biomass is initially pyrolyzed as a handful of small N-containing compounds:

NH3, HCN, HNCO, and CH3CN and minor amounts of other NVOCs (Glarborg et al. 2018; Lobert and

Warnatz 1993; Roberts et al. 2020). Immediately following this decomposition of fuel N and subse-

quent volatilization, and still within the flame, some of these species are quickly oxidized by rapid rad-

ical chemistry to form the remainder of the species we consider to be primarily emitted by fires: N2,

NO, NO2, N2O, and HONO (Hansson et al. 2004; Ren and Zhao 2012, 2013a,b; Scharko et al. 2019; Seki-

moto et al. 2018). Lab and field studies have found strong relationships between the observed forms of

Nr emissions and the dominant combustion conditions, with more NOx and HONO emissions during

flaming combustion and more NH3 and HCN emissions during smoldering combustion (Burling et al.

2010; Goode et al. 1999; McMeeking et al. 2009; Roberts et al. 2010; Yokelson et al. 1996, 1997). Flaming

combustion is generally associated with higher burn temperatures and greater oxidation of initially py-

rolyzed small N-compounds, with smoldering combustion characterized by lower burn temperatures

and lesser oxidation. Fuel moisture and fuel geometry (or arrangement) can affect the combustion

characteristics and forms and relative amount of Nr (Chen et al. 2010; McAllister 2019). Fuel N con-

tent has also been shown to be an important determinant of how much Nr is emitted, with higher fuel

N generally corresponding to great Nr emissions (Burling et al. 2010; Coggon et al. 2016; Kuhlbusch

et al. 1991; Lobert et al. 1990; Stockwell et al. 2014). We note that all Nr emitted by natural convection
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biomass burning is derived from fuel N, as these fires do not burn hot enough to form thermal NOx

from the reaction of N2 and O2 (Roberts et al. 2020).

After emission, Nr compounds in smoke may undergo further oxidation or partition into existing

aerosol (e .g . Akagi et al. 2012a). This chemistry will depend on the presence of oxidants such as OH,

O3, and the nitrate radical (NO3), as well as gas-phase acids and bases and particulate inorganic and

organic ions. The products of this Nr evolution will commonly consist of HNO3, organic nitrates (ONs),

nitro-aromatics, acyl peroxy nitrates (APNs), particulate nitrate (pNO3), and particulate ammonium

(pNH4) (e .g . Alvarado et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2016). These products are important to the transport of

NOx to other, often remote, regions of the atmosphere (APNs: e .g . Singh et al. 1992), the termination

of O3 formation reactions (HNO3, ONs, pNO3: e .g . Alvarado et al. 2010), the formation of secondary

aerosol (pNO3, pNH4, nitro-aromatics: e .g . Trentmann et al. 2005), and the deposition of reactive N

to ecosystems downwind of active fires (e .g . Prenni et al. 2014). Atmospheric chemistry models are

needed to estimate the integrated impact of wildfire smoke on the atmosphere and land surface (e .g .

Paulot et al. 2017). However, our estimates of Nr emissions are generally underconstrained and our

understanding of key Nr evolution processes is incomplete.

1.4 OVERVIEW OF DISSERTATION CHAPTERS AND GOALS

This dissertation advances our understanding of the emissions and evolution of reactive N in wild-

fire smoke. My work reflects a dramatic expansion in the number of western U.S. wildfires for which Nr

emissions and evolution have been quantified. This dataset also represents one of the most complete

sets of in situ Nr species measured in smoke to date, with nearly all of the key species relevant to explor-

ing the relative forms and distribution of reduced and oxidized N emissions, the evolution of gas-phase

NH3, and the formation mechanisms of peroxyacetic nitric anhydride (PAN) and peroxypropionic ni-

tric anhydride (PPN) present. In the following Chapters, I have attempted to gain insight into these

processes via observationally-constrained analyses. Chapter 2 describes common measurements and

methods that are used across each of the analyses.

Chapter 3 is adapted from a manuscript under review for JGR-Atmospheres. Chapter 3 examines

the drivers of the forms and distribution of Nr emissions from large (> 1000 acres) western U.S. wild-

fires. My analysis explores what factors control the ratio of reduced to oxidized Nr emissions, and how

estimated WE-CAN emission factors compare with previous lab and field estimates. The insight into
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Nr emissions from Chapter 3 sets the stage and context for the explorations of NH3 and PAN evolution

that follow in Chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter 4 is adapted from a manuscript in preparation for JGR-Atmospheres. Chapter 4 explores the

evolution of NH3 in the smoke sampled by WE-CAN. I provide a comprehensive observational overview

of the timescales of NH3 evolution in pseudo-Lagrangian sampled smoke plumes, and investigate the

empirical evidence for the formation of NH4NO3 and other forms of pNH4.

Chapter 5 is adapted from a manuscript also in preparation for JGR-Atmospheres. Chapter 5 pro-

vides a specific look at PAN and PPN evolution in WE-CAN plumes, and investigates the importance of

various precursors using a simple observationally-constrained model.

Lastly, Chapter 6 summarizes the findings presented in the previous chapters and explores future

research pathways.
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CHAPTER 2

MEASUREMENTS AND COMMON METHODS

2.1 MEASUREMENT DETAILS

WE-CAN measurements include a large suite of gas-phase and particle-phase reactive N species.

Instruments in the payload responsible for measured Nr species and the key carbon species used in

the analysis include: the NCAR 2-channel and single-channel chemiluminescence instruments mea-

suring NO, NO2, and O3; the Colorado State University (CSU) QC-TILDAS measured gas-phase NH3;

the University of Washington (UW) I-CIMS measuring HCN, HNCO, HNO3, HONO, and gas-phase or-

ganic nitrates; the NCAR PAN-CIMS measuring PAN and PPN; the University of Montana (UM) PTR-

ToF-MS measuring acetonitrile (CH3CN) and a selection of NVOCs (amines: ethenamine, propene

amine, trimethylamine, butene amine; amides: formamide and acetamide; nitriles: propane nitrile,

hydroxy acetonitrile, cyanoallene isomers, pentanenitriles, 4-methylpentanenitrile, benzonitrile, fu-

rancarbonitriles; nitro species: nitromethane, nitropropanes, nitroethane, nitroethene, nitrotoluene;

and N-heterocyclics: pyrrole, dihydropyrrole, pyridine, methyl pyrrole isomers, ethylnylpyrrol, methyl

pyridines, vinylpyridine, dihydroxy pyridine, nitrofuran); the CSU AMS measuring pNH4 and pNO3;

the CSU PILS measuring inorganic NH4 and NO3 ions; and the NCAR AWAS which was used to collect

whole air samples and a comprehensive suite of VOCs were measured at CSU, which included measure-

ments of seven alkyl nitrates (methyl- to pentyl-). To our knowledge, there are no published examples

of in situ wildfire plume observations where most of the key species relevant to determining the ratio

between oxidized and reduced N, or the rapid conversion of NOx to its oxidation products (e .g . PANs,

organic nitrates, HNO3) have been simultaneously quantified. This is a major strength of the WE-CAN

dataset. However, the WE-CAN payload did not include a measurement of total oxidized N (NOy) or

total Nr, or speciated gas-phase and particulate organic nitrates. Roberts et al. (2020) used a similar

set of gas-phase measurements in the lab and compared the sum Nr (without particulate N) to a mea-

surement of total Nr. They estimated that the sum of individual gas-phase Nr compounds captured

between 75-95% of the total Nr emitted, with the remainder expected to be particle bound N). In lieu

of a total NOy or Nr measurement, in our analysis we will use the sum of measured species, ΣNOy (=

NOx + pNO3 + PANs +HNO3 +HONO + ONs) and ΣNr (= sum of all measured N).

2Adapted from two manuscripts, one in review, and another in preparation, both for JGR Atmospheres, June 2020
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We also use data from several other instruments measured other chemical species or physical at-

mospheric properties. These include the NCAR QC-TILDAS measuring CO and nitrous oxide (N2O);

the NCAR Picarro measuring CO2, CO, and CH4; the NCAR Trace Organic Gas Analyser (TOGA) mea-

suring VOCs; and the HIAPER Atmospheric Radiation Package (HARP) measuring actinic flux for the

estimation of photolysis rate coefficients.

In the following sections we describe the instruments listed above. My specific role during WE-

CAN was to help make the NH3 measurement, along with Dr. Ilana Pollack. I also assisted in operating

the PAN-CIMS on several flights and helped run calibrations and zeros for the NCAR QC-TILDAS and

Picarro instruments in flight.

2.1.1 NCAR NOx/O3

NO and NO2 were measured with the NCAR 2-channel chemiluminescence instrument; the NCAR

single-channel chemiluminescence instrument for measuring O3 was integrated with this system. The

instruments shared an inlet, pumping system, data acquisition system, and power supplies. NO is

measured via its chemiluminescent reaction with a flow of reagent O3, generated on board Ridley and

Grahek (1990). Photons from excited NO2 are counted with a dry-ice-cooled photomultiplier tube to

provide the primary signal. NO2 is measured in a separate sample flow as an increase in NO following

photolysis of NO2 by “400 nm” light-emitting diodes (LEDs, model LZP-00UA00, bin code U5, with ac-

tual peak wavelengths of 390-395 nm and a spectral width of∼10 nm). Interference from HONO on the

NO2 measurement is expected to be small given the factor of 40-150 larger NO2 cross sections in the

LED wavelength range. O3 is measured similarly via the reaction of ambient O3 with a flow of reagent

NO from an on-board gas cylinder (Ridley et al. 1992). The NO and NO2 channels are periodically cali-

brated in flight using two flows from a compressed gas calibration standard of NO in N2, one of which

has O3 added in order to convert NO to NO2 for the calibration of the NO2 conversion efficiency by the

LEDs. The O3 channel was calibrated periodically on non-flight days using a Thermo Scientific Pri-

mary Standard, Model 49i, factory calibrated in April 2018. Data are reported at 1 Hz, though the time

response of the NOx channels is somewhat slower than this. At mixing ratios above 1 ppbv the uncer-

tainties are 6% for NO, 12% for NO2, and 5% for O3 and the upper bound on mixing ratio dependant

precision is 100 pptv for NO, 140 pptv for NO2, and 0.2 ppbv for O3.
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2.1.2 CSU NH3

NH3 was measured using a compact, single-channel, closed-path quantum-cascade tunable in-

frared laser direct absorption spectrometer (QC-TILDAS). In order to improve accuracy and time re-

sponse, the commercially available instrument (from Aerodyne Research Inc.) was augmented with 1) a

heated PFA aircraft inlet, 2) an inertial inlet that separates particles with aerodynamic diameters greater

than 300 nm from the sample stream, 3) a continuous flow of passivant (1H,1H-perflurooctylamine: a

stronger base than NH3) which coats inlet surfaces and improves NH3 transmission, and 4) a custom-

designed, vibrationally isolated plate. This system is described in detail by Pollack et al. (2019) and de-

scriptions of the commercially available QC-TILDAS have been previously published (McManus et al.

1995, 2007, 2010; Zahniser et al. 1995). During WE-CAN the NH3 QC-TILDAS collected NH3 mixing

ratio measurements at 10Hz and were averaged to 1Hz, with a 3σ detection limit of ±200 pptv, an un-

certainty of ±12% of the measured mixing ratio plus the detection limit, and a response time of ∼1

second corresponding to 90% signal recovery.

2.1.3 UW I-CIMS

Gas-phase HCN, HNCO, HNO3, HONO, and gas-phase organic nitrates were sampled by the UW

high-resolution chemical ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometer using iodide-adduct ionization

(I--CIMS; Lee et al. 2014, 2018). Ambient air was sampled at 20 lpm through a straight ∼50 cm length

of 0.75 in OD PTFE Teflon tubing. The air was then subsampled at 2 slpm into a custom ion-molecule

reaction (IMR) inlet designed to minimize the influence of walls on the measurements while character-

izing the remaining wall effects, as described in Palm et al. (2019). The mass spectrometer simultane-

ously measured hundreds of molecular formulas, including inorganic and oxidized organic molecules,

at 2 Hz time resolution and with a mass resolving power of approximately 5000. Water vapor was con-

tinuously added to the IMR in order to maintain relatively constant water vapor concentrations and

minimize the effects of water vapor dependence on the ionization process. The IMR background sig-

nal was measured for 6 s each 1 min by overflowing the IMR with clean N2 gas. The background signal

from the inlet tubing was also measured for 15 s every 15 mins. HCN, HNCO, HNO3, and HONO were

each calibrated in the laboratory before and/or after WE-CAN deployment. Calibration factors and

details specific to the WE-CAN deployment can be found in Peng et al. (2020), but in general are sim-

ilar to those reported previously (Lee et al. 2014, 2018). For these species, accuracy is estimated to be

30% and detection limits, propagated from the standard deviation of one second data, are 112 pptv

for HCN, 70.4 pptv for HNCO, 20.5 pptv for HNO3 and 13.5 pptv for HONO. Gas-phase multifunctional
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organic nitrates (ONs) are also detected by the I-CIMS, with ONs defined as any species containing N,

two or more carbon atoms, and three or more oxygen atoms. Individual ONs and isomers cannot be

separated or directly calibrated. While the I-CIMS does not provide specific information on molecular

structure or functional groups, the nature of iodide-adduct ionization means the detected compounds

are most likely multifunctional organic nitrates, peroxy nitrates, and/or peroxyacyl nitrates (Lee et al.

2016). Multifunctional oxidized amines are also theoretically possible but are not expected. Thus for

simplicity, we refer to this group of measured compounds as gas phase ONs. Therefore, an estimate of

ΣONs is made by assigning a calibration factor of 5 normalized counts per second (ncps) per pptv of

analyte for all organic nitrates detected and summing over all ONs. This calibration factor is an esti-

mate of the average sensitivity for this group of compounds, and is based on the range of sensitivities

of calibrated gases during WE-CAN. ThisΣONs calculation has large uncertainties, estimated here as a

factor of 2 on the absolute mixing ratio (200% error). Gas-phase nitrophenolic species are not included

in the ΣONs, but are a small fraction (< 1%) of total gas-phase ON mass. Most nitrophenolic com-

pounds are expected to be in the particle phase and would therefore be detected by the AMS. To avoid

double-counting PAN and PPN and since the PAN-CIMS is more sensitive and precise, we removed

their corresponding molecular formulas from the I-CIMS ΣONs calculation.

2.1.4 NCAR PAN-CIMS

PAN and PPN were measured with a thermal dissociation chemical ionization mass spectrometer

(CIMS) (Slusher et al. 2004; Zheng et al. 2011). PANs in ambient air are decomposed in the instrument

inlet at 150◦C into NO2 and the parent peroxy acyl radicals. The latter react with Iodine ions produced

from CF3I in a static ionizer cartridge in the flow tube controlled to a pressure of 20 torr. The produced

acylate ions are then detected in a quadrupole mass spectrometer. Calibration is performed continu-

ously by adding a known amount of isotopically labeled C13-PAN to the aircraft inlet. Accuracy is 12%

or 25 pptv (whichever is greater) for PAN and PPN and precision is 20 pptv on average across the flights.

2.1.5 UM PTR-ToF-MS

VOC measurements were made using a proton-transfer-reaction time-of-flight mass spectrome-

ter (PTR-ToF-MS 4000, Ionicon Analytik, Innsbruck, Austria). In brief, ambient air is continuously

pumped through the PTR-ToF-MS drift-tube, where VOCs with a proton affinity higher than that of

water (>165.2 kcal/mol) are ionized via proton-transfer reaction with H3O+ ions, then subsequently

separated and detected by a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (with a mass resolving power up to 4000).

During WE-CAN, PTR-ToF-MS measured ion m/z from 15-400 at 2 or 5 Hz frequency. Ambient air was
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drawn to the instrument at 10-15 lpm via ∼3 m of 1/4” O.D. PFA tubing maintained at ∼55◦C, and then

subsampled by the instrument though ∼100 cm of 1/16” O.D PEEK tubing maintained at 60◦C. The

residence time from outside of the aircraft to the drift-tube is less than 2 seconds. Instrument back-

ground was checked approximately every hour during a flight by measuring VOC-free air generated

from a heated catalytic converter (375◦C, platinum bead, 1% wt. Pt, Sigma Aldrich). Calibrations were

typically performed 3 times per flight by the dynamic dilution of certified gas standard mixtures con-

taining 25 distinct VOCs (Apel-Riemer Environmental Inc., Miami, FL). For ions not directly calibrated

by the gas standard, sensitivities were estimated using the method described by Sekimoto et al. (2017).

Measurement uncertainties for the 25 directly calibrated VOCs are∼15%, and for the rest are estimated

to be better than 50% (Wade Permar, personal communication). Detection limits are species specific

and generally range 50-250 pptv for directly calibrated VOCs (Yuan et al. 2017).

2.1.6 CSU AMS

Chemically-resolved submicron non-refractory aerosol mass was measured using a high-resolution

time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-TOF-AMS; Aerodyne, Inc.) (DeCarlo et al. 2006) equipped

with a pressure controlled inlet (Bahreini et al. 2008). Operation of this instrument and data process-

ing during WE-CAN is described in Garofalo et al. (2019). Briefly, in the HR-TOF-AMS, particles are

focused through an aerodynamic lens to a tungsten vaporizer (standard vaporizer) at 600oC; the re-

sulting gases are ionized by 70 eV electron ionization, and subsequently extracted and analyzed by

time-of-flight mass spectrometry. During WE-CAN, the HR-TOF-AMS was operated in standard mass

spectrometry mode with 5 s time resolution (2.5 s open and 2.5 s closed) in V-mode (m/δm ∼2100).

Accuracy (2σ) for the HR-AMS is estimated to be 35% for inorganic species (Bahreini et al. 2009). At

low concentrations, precision is the same as the detection limit - better than 0.1 ug sm-3 for pNO3 and

pNH4 at 5s time resolution. At high concentrations, precision is 0.5-3% of pNO3 and pNH4 mass. We

note that due to the nature of electron ionization, organic nitrates, if present, will fragment to NOx
+

ions in the AMS, and thus may contribute to reported pNO3 (Farmer et al. 2010). Determination of

the relative contribution of organic nitrates to the pNO3 signal for this dataset is currently underway.

We use the notation pNO3 here to indicate that both inorganic and organic N-containing species may

contribute to this signal. Similarly, reduced N-containing organics such as amines and amides may

contribute to the observed pNH4 signal and the reported pNH4 should be considered an upper bound

for sub-micron particulate ammonium (NH4
+).
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2.1.7 NCAR CO/N2O/CO2/CH4

CO and N2O were measured with a commercial Mini-TILDAS tunable diode laser infrared absorp-

tion spectrometer (Aerodyne Research) (Lebegue et al. 2016). To optimize measurement accuracy, the

spectrometer optical bench was continuously purged with synthetic zero grade air from which CO had

been scrubbed to contain less than 1 ppbv. N2O was quantified in the purge gas and typically found to

contain less than 0.3 ppbv. This constant N2O purge gas concentration at cabin pressure was included

in spectral fit calculations to better reproduce spectral background. The WE-CAN data set has a pre-

cision of 0.1 ppbv with a 2s temporal resolution and an accuracy of ±0.6 ppbv for CO and ±1 ppbv for

N2O. A Picarro G-2401-m analyzer was used for the measurement of CO2 and CH4, which also provided

an additional, but lower precision, measurement of CO. Stated 1σ precision for the Picarro is 30 ppbv,

20 ppbv, and 2 ppbv for CO, CO2 and CH4, respectively. Accuracy for the Picarro CO2 measurements is

0.05 ppmv. Calibration was done by overflowing the inlet with a known mixture of the measured gases

in ultrazero air at regular intervals during flight.

2.1.8 CSU Particle-into-Liquid Sampler (PILS)

Two minute integrated inorganic particulate NO3
- and NH4

+ were determined using a Particle-

into-Liquid Sampler (PILS) with fraction collector system. The operation of the PILS system and off-

line analysis of the liquid samples by ion chromatography were conducted similar to during the WIN-

TER (Wintertime Investigation of Transport, Emissions, and Reactivity) Campaign (Sullivan et al. 2019).

Accuracy is estimated to be 10% and precision is 0.4 ug m-3.

2.1.9 Whole air samples

During WE-CAN the NCAR community requestable Advanced Whole Air Sampler (AWAS) system

(Andrews et al. 2016) (www.eol.ucar.edu/instruments/advanced-whole-air-sampler) was op-

erated by CSU. The AWAS collects canister samples for off-line analysis of VOCs. For WE-CAN up to 46

canister samples could be collected per flight triggered by an on-board operator. Typically a back-

ground sample was collected upwind of the fire and 1-3 samples per plume crossing. This included

(as possible) a sample when transitioning into the smoke, at the peak of the smoke, and when exiting

the smoke. Following each flight the canisters were shipped to CSU to be analyzed for a total of 61

individual VOCs (C1-C10 NMHCs, C1-C5 alkyl nitrates and oxygenated VOCs) using a five-channel GC

(gas chromatograph) system equipped with three flame ionization detectors (FIDs), one electron cap-

ture detector (ECD) and one mass spectrometer. More details on the instrument and analysis methods

can be found in Russo et al. (2010), Zhou et al. (2010), and Benedict et al. (2019). The measurement
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precision is based on repeated analysis of two calibrated whole air standards that ranged from 1%-8%

for the NMHCS (non-methane hydrocarbons) and 3%-5% for the alkyl nitrates (Russo et al. 2010). The

accuracy of the alkyl nitrates is 10-20% and the detection limit is 0.01 pptv.

2.1.10 NCAR Trace Organic Gas Analyzer (TOGA)

TOGA measured a wide range of VOCs including C3-C10 non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs) and

C1-C4 oxygenated VOCs (oVOCs). TOGA is a fast online mass spectrometer gas chromatograph (Apel

et al. 2003, 2015) that had a sample collection time of 28 s every 100 s for the first 11.5 research flights

before transitioning to a 33 s sampling time out of every 105 s for the remainder of the research flights.

2.1.11 NCAR HIAPER Atmospheric Radiation Package (HARP)

HARP measures spectrally-resolved actinic flux with a full sky field of view. Two hemispheric light

collectors, located above and below the body of the C-130, are each connected by fiber optics to a

monolithic solid state spectrograph with a CCD detector (Shetter and Müller 1999). The wavelength

range is 280nm - 680 nm with an effective 1.8 nm FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) resolution.

Response time is > 1Hz, with an accuracy of 4-6% and a precision of ∼1%. Periodic calibration for

absolute power via NIST traceable standard lamps was done in the field, and laboratory calibrations

were performed before and after the field deployment. The photochemistry portion of the NCAR Tro-

pospheric Ultraviolet and Visible (TUV) radiation model (Madronich 1987) is used to process the mea-

sured flux spectra, with cross sections and quantum yields based on recommended JPL and IUPAC

values. Default TUV v5.3.2 reaction settings are used for most photolysis rate coefficient calculations

during WE-CAN. A combination of quasi-Gaussian uncertainties in actinic flux mixed with uncertain-

ties in the cross-sections, quantum yields and NIST light sources yield total uncertainties in the 10 - 20

% for most reactions.
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TABLE 2.1. Key measurement details and contact information for all measurements used in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5.

Measurement Technique
Detection Limit,

Uncertainty

Potential

Interferences

PI,

Institution,

Contact,

Reference

NO chemi-

luminescence

100 pptv,

6%

Andy Weinheimer,

NCAR,

wein@ucar.edu,

(Ridley and Grahek 1990)

NO2 chemi-

luminescence

140 pptv,

12%
HONO, ex-

pected to be

small

Andy Weinheimer,

NCAR,

wein@ucar.edu,

(Ridley and Grahek 1990)

O3 chemi-

luminescence

200 pptv,

6%

Andy Weinheimer,

NCAR,

wein@ucar.edu,

(Ridley et al. 1992)

NH3 QC-TILDAS
200 pptv,

12%

Ilana Pollack,

Colorado State,

ipollack@rams.colostate.edu,

(Pollack et al. 2019)

HCN I-CIMS
112 pptv,

30%

Joel Thornton,

U. Washington,

joelt@uw.edu,

(Lee et al. 2014)

HNCO I-CIMS
70.4 pptv,

30%

Joel Thornton,

U. Washington,

joelt@uw.edu,

(Lee et al. 2014)
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TABLE 2.1. Key measurement details and contact information for all measurements used in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5.

Measurement Technique
Detection Limit,

Uncertainty

Potential

Interferences

PI,

Institution,

Contact,

Reference

HONO I-CIMS
13.5 pptv,

30%

Joel Thornton,

U. Washington,

joelt@uw.edu,

(Lee et al. 2014)

HNO3 I-CIMS
20.5 pptv,

30%

Joel Thornton,

U. Washington,

joelt@uw.edu,

(Lee et al. 2014)

organic ni-

trates

I-CIMS
NA,

200%

Joel Thornton,

U. Washington,

joelt@uw.edu,

(Lee et al. 2014)

PAN thermal dis-

sociation

I-CIMS

20 pptv,

12%

Frank Flocke,

NCAR,

ffl@ucar.edu,

(Zheng et al. 2011)

PPN thermal dis-

sociation

I-CIMS

20 pptv,

12%

Frank Flocke,

NCAR,

ffl@ucar.edu,

(Zheng et al. 2011)
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TABLE 2.1. Key measurement details and contact information for all measurements used in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5.

Measurement Technique
Detection Limit,

Uncertainty

Potential

Interferences

PI,

Institution,

Contact,

Reference

pNH4 HR-ToF-AMS
<0.1 µg m-3,

35%
includes

possible

inorganic

and organic

contributions

Delphine Farmer,

Colorado State,

delphine.farmer@colostate.edu,

(Bahreini et al. 2009)

pNO3 HR-ToF-AMS
<0.1 µg m-3,

35%
includes

possible

inorganic

and organic

contributions

Delphine Farmer,

Colorado State,

delphine.farmer@colostate.edu,

(Bahreini et al. 2009)

N2O QC-TILDAS
100 pptv,

1 ppbv
spectral inter-

ference from

purge gas

accounted for

Teresa Campos,

NCAR,

campos@ucar.edu,

(Lebegue et al. 2016)

CO QC-TILDAS
100 pptv,

0.6 ppbv
purge gas

scrubbed to

CO < 1 ppbv

Teresa Campos,

NCAR,

campos@ucar.edu,

(Lebegue et al. 2016)
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TABLE 2.1. Key measurement details and contact information for all measurements used in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5.

Measurement Technique
Detection Limit,

Uncertainty

Potential

Interferences

PI,

Institution,

Contact,

Reference

CO PICARRO

G-2401-m

30 pptv,

NA

Teresa Campos,

NCAR,

campos@ucar.edu

CO2 PICARRO

G-2401-m

20 pptv,

0.05 ppmv

Teresa Campos,

NCAR,

campos@ucar.edu

CH4 PICARRO

G-2401-m

2 pptv,

NA

Teresa Campos,

NCAR,

campos@ucar.edu

NO3
- PILS

0.4 µg m-3,

10%

Amy Sullivan,

Colorado State,

Amy.Sullivan@colostate.edu,

(Sullivan et al. 2019)

NH4
+ PILS

0.4 µg m-3,

10%

Amy Sullivan,

Colorado State,

Amy.Sullivan@colostate.edu,

(Sullivan et al. 2019)

alkyl nitrates WAS and GC-

MS

0.1 pptv,

10-20%

Jeff Collett,

Colorado State,

Jeffrey.Collett@colostate.edu ,

(Russo et al. 2010)
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TABLE 2.1. Key measurement details and contact information for all measurements used in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5.

Measurement Technique
Detection Limit,

Uncertainty

Potential

Interferences

PI,

Institution,

Contact,

Reference

actinic flux spectrograph

with CCD

∼1%,

4-6%

Sam Hall,

NCAR,

halls@ucar.edu,

(Shetter and Müller 1999)

acetonitrile PTR-ToF-MS
0.07 ppb,

15%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

ethenamine PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

propene

amine

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

trimethylamine PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

butene amine PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)
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TABLE 2.1. Key measurement details and contact information for all measurements used in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5.

Measurement Technique
Detection Limit,

Uncertainty

Potential

Interferences

PI,

Institution,

Contact,

Reference

formamide PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

acetamide PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

propane

nitrile

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

hydroxy

acetonitrile

+ methyl

isocyanate

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

40%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

cyanoallene

isomers

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)
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TABLE 2.1. Key measurement details and contact information for all measurements used in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5.

Measurement Technique
Detection Limit,

Uncertainty

Potential

Interferences

PI,

Institution,

Contact,

Reference

pentanenitriles PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

4-methyl

pentaneni-

trile

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

benzonitrile PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

furan-

carbonitriles

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

nitromethane PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

nitropropanes PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)
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TABLE 2.1. Key measurement details and contact information for all measurements used in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5.

Measurement Technique
Detection Limit,

Uncertainty

Potential

Interferences

PI,

Institution,

Contact,

Reference

nitroethane

or ethane

nitrite

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

nitroethene PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

nitrotoluene PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

pyrrole +

butene nitrile

isomers

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

40%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

dihydropyrrole

+ butane ni-

trile

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

40%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)
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TABLE 2.1. Key measurement details and contact information for all measurements used in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5.

Measurement Technique
Detection Limit,

Uncertainty

Potential

Interferences

PI,

Institution,

Contact,

Reference

methyl pyr-

role isomers

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

40%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

ethylnylpyrrol PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

methyl

pyridines

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

vinylpyridine PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

dihydroxy

pyridine

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

40%
methyl

maleimide

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

nitrofuran PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)
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TABLE 2.1. Key measurement details and contact information for all measurements used in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5.

Measurement Technique
Detection Limit,

Uncertainty

Potential

Interferences

PI,

Institution,

Contact,

Reference

acetaldehyde PTR-ToF-MS
0.2 ppb,

15%

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

2,3butanedione

(biacetyl)

PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

50%
methyl acry-

late, maybe

ethylglyoxal?

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

propanal PTR-ToF-MS
0.13 ppb,

15%
acetone

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

methylglyoxal PTR-ToF-MS
NA,

40%
acrylic acid

Lu Hu,

U. Montana,

lu.hu@mso.umt.edu,

(Sekimoto et al. 2017)

2.2 COMMON METHODS

2.2.1 Plume Transect Criteria

A plume transect is defined as an individual flight segment that perpendicularly transects a smoke

plume with background air present on both sides. Start and end times for plume transects were visually

identified when the time series of CO, HCN, and NH3 all concurrently and sharply deviated from their

average background mixing ratios. If one or more of these measurements was missing (e.g., during a

calibration) additional tracers were employed such as PAN and NO2. CO and HCN are considered to
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be conservative tracers on the timescales of interest here (0 - 5 hours of physical transport) given their

lifetimes of∼10 days and∼3 months, respectively, during summer (Holloway et al. 2000; Li et al. 2000).

Plume transects attributed to a single fire are grouped for further analysis.

2.2.2 Modified combustion efficiency

A large wildfire contains a range of burning conditions at any given time. The mixture of processes

in a single wildfire can result in a smoke plume that may have a flaming combustion signature, or a

smoldering one (Yokelson et al. 1997), or emissions dominated by pyrolysis and flame oxidation at dif-

ferent temperatures (Roberts et al. 2020; Sekimoto et al. 2018). The combustion temperature is a com-

plex function of fuel moisture, type, geometry and other environmental factors such as turbulence (e .g .

McAllister 2019) and will affect both the form of initially volatilized N as well as the oxidation pathways

of Nr in the radical-driven flame chemistry. The most common metric used to describe the integrated

burn condition is the modified combustion efficiency (MCE) (e .g . Yokelson et al. 1996), calculated as

the ratio of background-corrected carbon dioxide (CO2) to the sum of background-corrected CO2 and

background-corrected carbon monoxide (CO), shown in Equation 2.1. MCE values close to 1 indicate

flaming combustion whereas MCE values closer to 0.8 indicate smoldering combustion, and values in

between represent a mixture of combustion processes.

MCE=
∆CO2

∆CO2+∆CO
(2.1)

2.2.3 Normalized Excess Mixing Ratio (NEMR) Calculations

In comparing abundances of a species of interest between different smoke plumes, it is useful to

normalize the measurements by dividing by the abundances of a conserved tracer. This conserved

tracer accounts for dilution, and is typically CO, or HCN. This ratio is called the normalized excess

mixing ratio (NEMR) of species X. Problems arise in the interpretation of NEMRs when the composition

of background air is changing (Yokelson et al. 2013a). There can be large (i.e. orders of magnitude)

variability in NEMRs for a given fire even in a controlled setting (Gilman et al. 2015). Two methods are

commonly used to calculate NEMRs in wildfire smoke plumes: the integration method, and the slope

method (Yokelson et al. 2013b). Both approaches assume that different parts of the plume segment

are not coming from different parts of the fire, which might be burning at different stages. Briefly, the

integration method subtracts the background of X from the time series of X, and the background of

CO from the timeseries of CO, then divides the sum of ∆X by the sum of ∆CO to calculate the NEMR.
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To use this approach, each measurement can be interpolated onto the same timebase, so long as each

measurement is fast enough to capture the variability well across the plume transect. One strength

of this method is that it integrates across all the mass in a given plume transect, while requiring the

identification or estimation of a background for each species. The slope method calculates the NEMR

by finding the slope of an orthogonal least squares fit to the relationship between CO and species X.

This approach assumes the data are perfectly time-aligned, and does not need a separate background

estimate, but it is sensitive to the chemistry in the most dense parts of the plume driving the overall

NEMR. The intercept of the fit can be used to estimate a background if desired.

In the following Chapters, we use the integration method for calculating nearly all NEMRs, in or-

der to enable a more robust total mass conversion of NEMR to EFs. The only exception is the NEMR of

CO2, where the slope method allows for a more robust calculation of MCE from the CO2/CO ratio. To

estimate the background for each perpendicular plume transect, we average 15 seconds of measure-

ments before and after entering and exiting the plume, respectively. Most of the observations used in

our analysis were collected at 1-Hz or higher. In these cases, only data points with valid measurements

of both species X and CO are used in calculating ∆X and ∆CO. AMS data was reported on a 5-second

timebase, and these data are merged with the 1 second data, and converted into ambient mixing ratio

equivalent from standard mass concentration units.

2.2.4 Uncertainties

Uncertainty in NEMRs and emission factors (EF: described in Chapter 3.1) is propagated from the

reported precision and accuracy of each measurement, summed in quadrature. In cases where multi-

ple NEMRs or EFs are averaged the uncertainty reported is the root square sum of the standard devia-

tion and the propagated uncertainties from each individual estimate.

2.2.5 Physical and Chemical Age Estimates

We estimate the physical age of a plume by dividing the distance between the fire emission source

and each downwind plume transect by the plume wind speed. The distance is measured from the cen-

troid of the active burn area on that day to the center of the plume transect, and wind speed is estimated

as the average wind speed across all downwind plume transects sampled for that fire. If a smoke plume

from a given fire was sampled again (i .e . the smoke plume was followed downwind and then the aircraft

returned to the fire and repeated the pattern), a separate average wind speed was calculated from the

second set of passes and used to estimate the physical age of the transects in that pseudo-Lagrangian

pattern. Estimated physical ages could deviate from the true plume age at each transect due to several
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factors including variable wind speeds along the aircraft and plume trajectories, uncertainties in the

active burn location, and differences in atmospheric friction and entrainment. We estimate the un-

certainty in our calculations of physical age using the 1σ standard deviation in the mean wind speed

across each set of plume transects. Uncertainty in the fire location at the specific time of sampling is

not available. To assess the efficacy of attempted pseudo-Lagrangian sampling efforts, an estimated

emission time (t0) was calculated for each plume transect by subtracting the estimated physical age

from the time the plume transect occurred. Most sets of plume transects contained transects all with

estimated t0 within 2 hours. Fires with pseudo-Lagrangian sampling patterns with sets of transects

containing t0 differences> 2 hours were excluded from this analysis in order to limit the possible influ-

ence of time-varying emissions and evolution on our analysis. We also excluded plume intercepts that

were not connected to the intended pseudo-Lagrangian sampling efforts (i.e. sampled smoke from

other fires nearby or from portions of the plume not entrained in the mean atmospheric flow). See

the SI for a full list of plume transect start and stop times. Since the lifetime of both HCN and CO are

much greater than the elapsed sampling time, we would expect HCN NEMRs to remain constant with

plume physical age in a true Lagrangian sampling system. In the 8 pseudo-Lagrangian sampling cases

identified, HCN NEMRs were confirmed to remain constant within propagated error with estimated

physical plume age (Figure A1).

We also assigned a broader set of smoke plume intercepts an approximate chemical age following

O’Dell et al. (in preparation). Briefly, smoke-influenced data were identified using co-elevated CO> 85

ppbv, HCN > 275 pptv, and CH3CN > 200 pptv. Smoke-influenced data were assigned an approximate

chemical age using three VOCs with different 2nd-order reaction rate constants for loss via reaction with

OH: 2-methylfuran (kOH = 7.31 x 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, Aschmann et al. 2011), acrolein (kOH = 1.96

x 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, Atkinson 1986; NIST Chemical Kinetics Database), and acrylonitrile (kOH =

4.04 x 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, Harris et al. 1981; NIST Chemical Kinetics Database). Based on which of

these three VOCs is above background abundances in a plume, O’Dell et al. (in preparation) grouped

smoke samples into three bins. Young smoke has an estimated age of < 1 day, the medium smoke

group includes smoke plumes with estimated ages of 1-3 days, and all smoke with estimated chemical

ages > 3 days is categorized as old smoke. While this method likely captures the general progression

of chemical aging in smoke, there are limitations: the binning of smoke samples is impacted by the

age tracer dilution as well as chemistry, and the age assignments do depend on an assumed constant

smoke OH concentration.
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CHAPTER 3

EMISSIONS OF REACTIVE NITROGEN FROM WESTERN U.S. WILDFIRES DURING SUMMER 20181

3.1 INTRODUCTION

As a reminder from the Introduction, reactive nitrogen (Nr = all N-compounds except N2O and N2)

is emitted in many forms by wildfires, ranging from fully reduced (ammonia; NH3) to highly oxidized

(nitric acid; HNO3). Biomass burning initially pyrolyzes fixed N as a handful of small N-containing

compounds: NH3, HCN, HNCO, and CH3CN and minor amounts of other N-containing volatile or-

ganic compounds (NVOCs, including amine, amide, nitrile, nitro, isocyanate, and N-heterocyclic com-

pounds) (Glarborg et al. 2018; Lobert and Warnatz 1993; Roberts et al. 2020). While still within the

flame, some of these species are quickly oxidized by rapid radical chemistry to form the remainder of

the species we consider to be primarily emitted by fires: N2, NO, NO2, N2O, and HONO (Hansson et al.

2004; Ren and Zhao 2012, 2013a,b; Scharko et al. 2019; Sekimoto et al. 2018). The form of Nr emission

has been shown to vary both with combustion conditions and with fuel N content (e .g . Burling et al.

2010; Coggon et al. 2016; Roberts et al. 2020). Flaming combustion is generally associated with higher

burn temperatures and greater oxidation of initially pyrolyzed small N-compounds, with smoldering

combustion characterized by lower burn temperatures and lesser oxidation, and higher fuel N content

is typically correlated with higher overall Nr emissions.

During summer 2018, the Western Wildfires Experiment for Cloud Chemistry, Aerosol Absorption,

and Nitrogen (WE-CAN: https://www.eol.ucar.edu/field_projects/we-can) field campaign

sampled more than 20 major wildfires throughout the western U.S. The National Science Founda-

tion/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NSF/NCAR) C-130 research aircraft was outfitted with

a large suite of trace gas, aerosol, and remote sensing instrumentation and flew 19 research flights

from bases in Boise, ID, and Broomfield, CO. The WE-CAN payload included a comprehensive set of

Nr trace gas and aerosol measurements optimized for sampling wildfire smoke. Daytime flights in-

cluded sampling during periods of rapid fire growth, and many smoke plumes were sampled within

one hour of estimated emission. The number and diversity of large fires (> 1000 acres) sampled so

close to emission represent one of the most comprehensive sets of in situ wildfire emission data col-

lected to date. Close-by ”emissions” transects were typically followed by pseudo-Lagrangian sampling

1Adapted from a manuscript in review in JGR Atmospheres, June 2020
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downwind, enabling the aging of fresh smoke to be linked to various physical and chemical evolution

processes. For the purposes of this emissions-focused analysis, we define 26 unique sampling periods

within 80 minutes estimated physical age of emission. These “emissions transects“ correspond to 16

individual fires, of which several were sampled over different days or multiple discrete times within

one day (defined as transects greater than 30 minutes apart). In this Chapter I focus on empirical esti-

mation of Nr emissions from the wildfires sampled by WE-CAN. We explore variability in the dominant

forms of Nr between fires, and relate our observations to fuel and combustion differences. I also com-

pare our emission estimates to previous work, in particular lab burns of specific fuels, to investigate

the applicability of emission factors (EFs) across diverse fires.

3.2 METHODS SPECIFIC TO THIS ANALYSIS

3.2.1 Fuels Classification

Wildland fuels that burned during each of the WE-CAN flights were characterized and summarized

using the Fuel Characteristic Classification System (FCCS). FCCS defines a fuel bed as the inherent

physical characteristics of aboveground biomass and classifies wildland fuel characteristics at 30-m

resolution to predict surface fire behavior and available fuel for consumption and emissions estima-

tion . We used FCCS maps generated from LANDFIRE 2014 (Rollins, 2009) in combination with inci-

dent specific perimeter mapping to estimate the fuels burned during each research flight. Specifically,

we acquired daily infrared (IR) fire perimeters for each wildfire bracketing the times of each research

flight. The primary sources for incident specific spatial heat perimeter data included the National In-

teragency Fire Center (NIFC) FTP Server (https://ftp.nifc.gov/public/incident_specific_

data/) and the Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination (GeoMAC) funded by the Geosciences and En-

vironmental Change Center (USGS) (https://rmgsc.cr.usgs.gov/outgoing/GeoMAC/). We as-

signed a rating system for data quality that relates the match quality between the timing of the heat

perimeter data and the times of the research flights. Once we vetted the daily perimeter data, we were

able to use ArcGIS to summarize the wildland fuels that burned during each research flight. Fuels were

summarized in descending order from most to least abundant wildland vegetation types. The X and

Y field centroid of the burn area was identified for each flight using the Geometry tool in ArcGIS, and

used as the fire location coordinates for further analysis.

LANDFIRE 2014 incorporates landscape change and disturbances, such as wildland fire, fuel and

vegetation treatments, insects and disease, storm damage, and invasive plants that occurred in 2013
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and 2014. As such, this layer does not represent elements of landscape change from 2014 to 2018. This

is one of the larger potential sources of error in this analysis. We also focused exclusively on mapping

the best available heat perimeters to bracket each research flight. This is a good metric for measuring

new actively burning areas, but does little to estimate contributions from smoldering material from the

day(s) preceding the research flights. In some forest types, smoldering combustion may be a large con-

tribution to emissions that we simply do not capture well in this analysis. The use of satellite data may

be able to improve the capacity to identify both smoldering and flaming contributions to emissions.

3.2.2 Plume criteria

For this analysis, we use plume transects with estimated physical ages < 80 minutes as ”emission

transects”. The youngest smoke sampled was∼20 minutes old, while navigation and safety constraints

limited the ability of the NSF/NCAR C-130 to fly within an hour of emission on several large fires. Nor-

malized excess mixing ratios (NEMRs) and emission factors (EFs) calculated from plume transects sam-

pled within a period of 30 minutes are averaged and assumed to represent one emissions pass for that

fire. If another set of plume transects on the same fire was sampled > 30 minutes later in flight time,

then they are averaged and considered a separate emissions pass. Extending the threshold to 100 min-

utes only adds a single sampling period, and lowering it to 60 minutes reduces the number of sampling

periods by 25%. Our main conclusions do not change in either case. These “emissions transects“ cor-

respond to 16 individual fires, of which several were sampled over different days or multiple discrete

times within one day (defined as transects greater than 30 minutes apart).

3.2.3 Normalized Excess Mixing Ratio (NEMR)

As a reminder from Chapter 2, the NEMR enables comparison of abundances between and within

plumes (Yokelson et al., 2013). By accounting for dilution through normalizing a given measurement

by a conserved tracer such as CO, we can investigate changes in abundances due to chemical produc-

tion or consumption, as well as differences in emissions and aging between plumes. Here, we calcu-

late the NEMR of species X for a given plume transect by calculating the integrated ∆X (= Σ(Xmeasured

- Xbackground)) and the integrated∆CO (= Σ(COmeasured - CObackground)) and dividing∆X by∆CO. Back-

grounds for CO and the species X are calculated as the mean of 15 seconds of measurements before

and after a given plume transect’s start and end times, respectively.

Amendments to these methods were made for AWAS data, and for PILS data, measuring continu-

ously on a 2 minute average timebase. Automated whole air sampler (AWAS) data were in situ snapshot

measurements, with a canister fill time of 2-5 seconds. AWAS canisters were typically filled outside the
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plume and then once as close to the middle of the plume as the C-130 traversed the cross section of the

smoke plume. Here we use samples from the closest pass to each fire to calculate the normalized excess

mixing ratio of methyl- to pentyl- nitrates. We average CO within the sampling time of the AWAS and

use the AWAS measurement outside each plume that is closest in time to the in plume measurement

as a background. The Alkyl nitrate NEMRs were then calculated for each plume pass as the difference

in the in plume sample minus the background sample, divided by the difference in average CO mixing

ratios during each respective AWAS sampling period.

The CSU PILS measured continuously on a 2 minute average timebase, meaning that some mea-

surements included both in plume and out of plume sampling. We identified all PILS measurements

that overlapped both partially and in full with plume transects, and used each of these measurements

to calculate an NEMR. After converting the reported PILS measurement from standard mass concen-

tration to equivalent parts per billion by volume mixing ratio, we assumed the background abundance

of both NH4 and NO3 ions to be zero. We averaged the CO measurement over the PILS sample time, and

after subtracting the background identified for that transect as the mean CO below the first percentile,

we divide the PILS ion mixing ratio by the excess CO to estimate a NEMR. Assuming a background of

0 for the measured PILS ions means these estimates will be an upper bound on the PILS data-derived

NH4 and NO3 ion NEMRs.

For all measurements, if data are missing during a specific plume transect then the NEMR for that

species on that transect is not included in our analysis. Figures A2 and A3 show visually which NEMRs

are missing for each fires and in Figure 3.1 we replace these missing NEMR values with the average

NEMR across all emissions transects. This enables a more representative comparison ofΣNr measured

and its distribution. No substitution of average NEMRs for missing values are presented elsewhere in

the Chapter.

3.2.4 Emission Factor (EF) Calculations

In the lab, it is possible to measure the mass of a species of interest emitted per mass of fuel burned.

This quantity is called an emission factor (EF) in units of grams X per kilogram fuel or biomass, and is

widely used as an input to estimate emissions in emission inventories. To calculate an EF based on our

field measurements, we follow the total carbon mass balance method outlined in Liu et al. (2017). This

method assumes that all of the volatilized carbon is detected, following Yokelson et al. (1999) and Liu

et al. (2017). Equation 3.1 summarizes the calculation:
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EFX =
∆X

∆CO
×

1
∑

n∆C
∆CO

×
MWX

MWC

×%C in fuel×1000 g/kg (3.1)

Here the NEMR of species X is divided by the sum of NEMR of all carbon species measured (with n

equaling the number of carbon atoms in each species) and then converted to mass by multiplying by

the ratio of the molecular weight of X and the atomic weight of C, the estimated percentage of carbon

in biomass, and the unit conversion from kilograms (kg) to grams. In this analysis we assume the mass

of carbon in one kg biomass is 0.457 kg, or 45.7% based on the analysis of Santín et al. (2015). We also

assume total VOCs and black carbon make up < 3% of total carbon in smoke (following Yokelson et al.

1999), simplifying the sum of carbon NEMRs to Equation 3.2:

∑ n∆C

∆CO
=

1 ∗∆CO2

∆CO
+

1 ∗∆CO

∆CO
+

1 ∗∆CH4

∆CO
(3.2)

This assumption will mean that presented values could be an overestimate of the true EF by a few

percent. This is small compared to the observed variability and uncertainty associated with our EF

estimates.
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FIG. 3.1. a) Normalized excess mixing ratios (NEMRs) of measured Nr species for emission tran-
sects of WE-CAN fires. Asterisks indicate one or more NEMR estimates are missing and were filled
using the mean NEMR for that species across the rest of the emission transects (see Table A1 for
which species are missing for each fire). b) Fractional contribution to total measured reactive ni-
trogen (ΣNr) measured in young smoke plumes during WE-CAN. Sums greater than one during
some emission transects reflect small negative NEMRs for HNO3 as described in the text. pNH4

and pNO3 data are from the AMS.

3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.3.1 ΣNr Partitioning

Figure 3.1a shows that the total measured excess mixing ratio of ΣNr relative to CO varies between

0.033 - 0.099 ppbv/ppbv, or 3.3 - 9.9% of CO in emission transects. Warm colors here indicate measured

reduced Nr species, whereas the cooler green and blue colors denote oxidized Nr species. The totalΣNr

NEMR varies by a factor of three between fires, much larger than the variability within emission tran-

sects of the same fire (separated by at least 30 minutes). However, it’s important to recognize the total

observed ΣNr is a lower bound estimate, since there are minor missing measurements of Nr species

likely to be present in smoke. The star above specific emission transects indicates that a NEMR for at

least one species was missing and was filled in using the average of the NEMR for that species from

the other emission transects. Nr species with the largest emission transect enhancements include gas-

phase NH3, NO2, and HONO, as well as pNH4 and pNO3. NEMRs for seven alkyl nitrates from methyl-

up to pentyl-nitrate were also calculated from the AWAS data (method described in Section 3.2.3), but

together contribute less than 1% of the total measured ΣNr, thus are not shown in Figure 3.1. Figure

A1 in the appendix shows the same compositeΣNr replacing the AMS ions with those measured by the

PILS. PILS measurements of NO3
- and NH4

+ are generally smaller than AMS measurements of total

pNO3 and pNH4, and offer an estimate of the inorganic aerosol N contribution. The overall conclu-

sions from Figure 3.1 continue to hold when replacing the AMS fragment NEMR estimates with PILS

ion NEMRs. Work is ongoing to elucidate the differences between the AMS and PILS measurements

and to partition the AMS total pNO3 and pNH4 into inorganic and organic components. Figures A2

and A3 plot each Nr species’ NEMRs per fire in separate panels, showing where data are missing and

what variability exists in each species’ NEMRs, and this information is also summarized in Table A1.

Figure 3.1b displays the relative proportions of the measured ΣNr NEMRs for the same emission

transects. Sums greater than 1 are possible in the case of negative NEMRs for HNO3 or N2O, discussed

below, and a star above a given bar again indicates that a missing NEMR was filled in with the average
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NEMR prior to calculating the percentage contribution. We find that reduced Nr species generally make

up more than half of the of total observed ΣNr (39 - 80%; median = 66%), with NH3 making the largest

contribution followed by pNH4, HCN, and HNCO, and CH3CN. Oxidized Nr species are dominated by

NO2, HONO, pNO3, andΣONs, with variability in the relative contributions of each. We also note again

that the quantification of the ONs has a large uncertainty. On average smaller NOy contributors to the

total observed ΣNr include NO, PAN, and PPN. NOx does not make up the majority of measured ΣNOy

in most of these emission transects. The sum of N organic compounds measured by the PTR-ToF-MS

(ΣNVOCs), not including CH3CN, account for between 2-6% ofΣNr, and, given the uncertainties in the

NVOC measurements and number of other likely unquantified NVOCs, this is likely a lower bound for

the contribution of all NVOCs to total Nr. The estimated physical age of these transects ranges from 20

- 80 minutes, and given the large abundances of PAN, pNO3, and ΣONs, even in the freshest plumes

we find evidence of previous conversion of NOx to other NOy species. This rapid chemical evolution

appears to occur in both the most diffuse and densest smoke plumes. Another key finding of WE-CAN

is that there can be significant emissions of HONO relative to NOx. The impact of this is discussed

in Peng et al. (2020) and this finding is consistent with laboratory experiments (Selimovic et al. 2018).

Here we simply note this in the context of all the Nr emission ratios we were able to calculate.

Appendix tables contain additional information: Table A1 provides the species that are missing for

each emission transect; Table A2 contains location and fuel types for each fire; and Table A3 contains

sampling times, mean altitude of sampling, and mean estimated physical age of the emission tran-

sects for each fire. As noted above, small negative NEMRs are estimated for HNO3 for some emission

transects. This is due to lower mixing ratios measured inside the plume as compared to the back-

ground values outside the plume. In the case of HNO3, this could be due to rapid reaction of back-

ground and possible plume produced HNO3 with fire-emitted NH3 and uptake to aerosol, which is

then measured as enhancements in pNO3. N2O was another species which sometimes posed chal-

lenges to the estimation of NEMRs. For some diffuse plumes, such as Rattlesnake Creek RF01, N2O

was not clearly enhanced above background levels. N2O is long-lived in the troposphere and has a rel-

atively high background (∼330 ppbv). Given expected emission factors (Akagi et al. 2011) of 0.16 g kg-1

for N2O and 89 g kg-1 CO for temperature forests, we should only expect to see∼1 ppbv enhancement in

N2O in plumes with maximum CO < 1000 ppbv. This is close to the estimated uncertainty in the N2O

measurement (±0.5 ppbv). Examples of the timeseries of N2O, CO, NH3, and CO2 for four examples

of different density plumes are included in the supplement to show differences between species with
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generally large enhancements relative to background (CO and NH3) and species with relatively smaller

enhancements relative to background (N2O and CO2) (Figures A4 - A7). Without clear enhancements

above background, estimated NEMRs ranged from small positive values to small negative values. Since

the negative values are likely a measurement and background-driven artifact, here we include a corre-

lation filter for N2O NEMRs. Any N2O NEMR for a transect where N2O and CO did not have a positive

correlation > 0.5 was set to NaN.

Taken together, Figures 3.1a and 3.1b indicate significant fire-to-fire variability in total observed

Nr enhancements and their distribution across Nr species. Several lab studies have confirmed the in-

fluence of both burn conditions and fuel N on the emissions of Nr. Burling et al. (2010) found that Nr

emission factors in the lab were dependent on both MCE and fuel N content, with higher fuel N corre-

sponding to higher Nr emission factors. Coggon et al. (2016) also found that fuel N content plays a role

in the emissions of important Nr species. Most recently, Roberts et al. (2020) show that the measured

totalΣNr in smoke correlates strongly with the mass of fuel N burned. Both fuel type and location may

contribute to differences in fuel N content. Variability may exist between fuel species and within dif-

ferent parts of the same plant (e .g . Burling et al. 2010). Fire characteristics such as burn temperature,

geometry, fuel moisture, and combustion efficiency will all impact the total quantity of Nr in smoke if

they change the fraction of fuel N released; these factors can also strongly affect the distribution of the

Nr. Burling et al. (2010) and Roberts et al. (2020) observed that this fraction of N loss to the atmosphere

varied in laboratory burns from 0.16 - 0.9. Thus, the total fuel N available to be volatilized as well as the

burn conditions influencing what fraction of that available fuel N is volatilized both affect the total Nr

emitted by wildfires. However, the WE-CAN observations of large wildfires do not provide a constraint

on the fuel N content or the total amount volatilized. A large fraction of fuel N is released as N2 (e .g .

Kuhlbusch et al. 1991) and some fraction of fuel N remains in the ash after burning (e .g . Yokelson et al.

1996). In situ N2 measurements were not attempted during WE-CAN (and would not likely be precise

enough to quantify denitrification of fuel N to N2), and accurate ground measurements of fuel- and

ash- N content of each fire at the time of sampling are not available.

We do not observe significant variability in total observed ΣNr enhancements between emission

transects on the same fires sampled over multiple 30 minute periods during the same flight (fire names

with a, b, or c after them in Figure 3.1a). The relative distribution of Nr species is also similar across

these pairs or triplet sets of emissions transects. In other words, over short time periods (30 minutes
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to several hours during afternoon/early evening) we are not able to discern whether these fires are

changing quickly with respect to the amount or distribution of Nr they emit.

FIG. 3.2. Relationships between the ratio of ΣNHx [=NH3 + pNH4] to ΣNOy with: a) MCE, and b)
the fraction of HCN +HNCO that exists as HNCO.

3.3.2 Nr Distribution Dependencies

Previous research has explored the relationship between combustion efficiency and other metrics

of burn conditions, and the ratio of reduced to oxidized Nr in wildfire smoke (e .g . Goode et al. 1999;

McMeeking et al. 2009). As noted in the introduction, the MCE can reflect different mixtures of fire

processes that produce Nr emissions, with a lower MCE fire expected to produce more NH3, and a

higher MCE fire expected to produce more NOx. Figure 3.2a presents a scatter plot of the molar ratio of

ΣNHx/ΣNOy, whereΣNHx =NH3 + pNH4 andΣNOy = sum of measured oxidized N species (NO, NO2,

HONO, HNO3, PAN, PPN, pNO3). We display this ratio instead of NH3/NOx (Figure A8) to account for

chemical evolution in the time since emission. WE-CAN emission transects display a weak negative

relationship between this ratio and MCE (R2 = 0.24). This negative relationship is expected given past

studies have found similar negative relationships in lab and field data, though the variance explained

by MCE in past studies has sometimes been higher. For example, in both boreal wildfires and savannah

grass fires, Goode et al. (1999, 2000) found that the ratio of NH3/NOx had a strong negative relationship

with MCE (R2 = 0.94) that could be fit well using the same linear regression of MCE. However, McMeek-

ing et al. (2009) show with additional lab and field data that the ratio of NH3/NOx is not always strongly

anti-correlated with MCE. The WE-CAN data similarly show that while MCE may explain the general
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pattern in the ΣNHx/ΣNOy ratio observed for large daytime western U.S. wildfires, other factors con-

tribute to the variability in this ratio as well. For instance, the colorbar in Figure 3.2 indicates that the

total amount of measured ΣNr has a positive correlation with the ΣNHx/ΣNOy ratio. That is, the more

Nr emitted by the fire, the more NH3 we might expect to be present relative to NOx. The relationship of

ΣNHx/ΣNOy with ΣNr itself has a R2 = 0.43, with ΣNr explaining a small amount more of the variance

in ΣNHx/ΣNOy than MCE (shown in Figure A9). The measured ΣNr likely contains information about

the fuel N content combined with how much fuel N was volatilized, complicated by how much of the

volatilized Nr was denitrified to N2.

Given our understanding of the initial pyrolysis of fuel N, holding denitrification (Nr → N2) re-

actions constant, we would expect a higher observed total ΣNr to reflect a higher amount of fuel N

volatilized. A higher amount of fuel N volatilized would manifest as increased amounts of N in small

reduced forms (NH3, HCN, HNCO). In the flame chemistry following the initial volatilization, some

portion of these more reduced forms are oxidized to NOx and HONO. The MCE likely reflects the com-

bustion temperatures, with higher MCE and higher temperatures leading to more complete oxidation

and vice versa. Combustion temperatures are also likely linked to the amount of denitrification that

takes place. With higher combustion temperatures we would expect more denitrification. This would

be a different reason for measured ΣNr to be smaller at higher MCE. The pattern in the coloration of

Figure 3.2 is consistent with contributions from each of these three linked processes. There is a higher

ΣNHx/ΣNOy ratio at lower MCE points, and when the total observedΣNr is higher at a given MCE, this

ratio also increases. Therefore, the variability in the ratio of ΣNHx/ΣNOy is likely influenced by both

burn conditions and the total fuel N volatilized.

We also compare the fraction of HNCO in the sum of HNCO and HCN to the ratio of ΣNHx/ΣNOy

in Figure 3.2b. We hypothesize that the ratio of ΣNHx/ΣNOy will have a tighter correlation with the

fraction of HNCO than MCE because emissions of HNCO and HCN have been shown to have a temper-

ature dependence (Hansson et al. 2004; Roberts et al. 2020), and are directly influenced by the amount

of fuel N (Coggon et al. 2016). We do indeed find a weak negative relationship, shown in Figure 3.2b,

with lower ΣNHx/ΣNOy ratios at higher HNCO fractions (and higher assumed combustion tempera-

tures). However, this negative relationship (R2 = 0.35) is not much stronger than that with MCE, and

so our hypothesis that the HNCO fraction would have a more clear relationship with other Nr species

is not supported. This may be because both HCN and HNCO can be oxidized to other species (NOx,
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HONO etc.) and we should expect more oxidation with increasing combustion temperature. If this ox-

idation affects HCN and HNCO somewhat differently, then it may be able to change the relationship of

HNCO/HCN and combustion temperature. One complicating factor in this analysis with HNCO and

HCN concerns the assumption of HNCO and HCN being emitted via the same pyrolysis processes. If

they have origins in different parts of the fuels burned, then this assumption would no longer be valid.

In summary, the similarity between both the ΣNHx/ΣNOy relationship with both the HNCO frac-

tion and with MCE suggests that combustion conditions and processes are driving some of the variabil-

ity in the distribution of Nr in WE-CAN fires. Likewise, a similar amount of variability in ΣNHx/ΣNOy

explained by ΣNr suggests that more Nr survives denitrification reactions at lower MCEs, and that the

amount of fuel N volatilized may also contribute to the observed differences in ΣNHx/ΣNOy across

fires. These variables explain a larger fraction of the variability in ΣNHx/ΣNOy than in NH3/NOx since

ΣNHx/ΣNOy accounts for much of the possible chemical evolution between emission and sampling

(Figures 3.2 and A8). Other in situ data or metrics for specific fire characteristics such as burn tem-

perature, burn geometry, and fuel moisture content are difficult to gather for complex wildfires like

those sampled during WE-CAN. Attempts to relate satellite-derived fire radiative power estimates dur-

ing the time of sampling to the ratio of ΣNHx/ΣNOy do not yield any relationships (Figure A10a).

Likewise, predicted 1000-hr fuel moisture at the time of the burn from GRIDMET (Abatzoglou 2011)

(www.climatologylab.org/gridmet.html) is not correlated with the ratio of ΣNHx/ΣNOy (Figure

A10b).

Recent measurements of NVOCs in smoke have been made in laboratory burns (e .g . Gilman et al.

2015; Koss et al. 2018; Stockwell et al. 2015) and in the field (e .g . Coggon et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2017,

, this study) via Proton-Transfer-Reaction Mass Spectrometry and chemical ionization time-of-flight

mass spectrometry. NVOC EFs have been shown to depend on MCE (Coggon et al. 2016) and may be

important for the formation of brown carbon and toxicity of wildfire smoke (Koss et al. 2018). In Figure

A11, we show the calculated EFs of measured NVOCs summed over amide-, amine-, N-heterocyclic-

, nitrile- (excluding CH3CN), and nitroalkane- groups quantified for WE-CAN emissions transects by

Permar et al. (in preparation), plotted against MCE. We observe negative correlations with MCE for all

groups except the nitroalkanes.
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FIG. 3.3. Comparison between WE-CANΣNHx andΣNOy emission factors to NH3 and NOx emis-
sion factors from FLAME-2 and FIREX-2016 lab studies. Colors indicate MCE.

3.3.3 Comparison to Laboratory Studies

We now compare WE-CAN field estimates of Nr emission factors to those measured in laboratory

settings for similar fuel types. Several experiments have previously measured emissions from con-

trolled burns of myriad fuel types in laboratories such as the Missoula Fire Lab. These emission factors

are used to inform fire emission inputs into regional and global chemical transport models.

Using our calculated in situ emission factors, we match lab emission factors from specific fuel types

to WE-CAN fires that included the same fuel type. Since all fires sampled by WE-CAN contained com-

plex mixtures of fuels, estimates of the percentage of each fuel type burned are provided by the U.S.

Forest Service. Most fires contained > 5 fuel types contributing significant percentages to the overall
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area burned. Since we do not have a precise estimate of exactly which fuel(s) contributed to the smoke

we sampled on a given fire, we include any fuel type with>10% contribution to the overall fuel burned

for a given fire in this comparison. For example, several burns of ponderosa pine fuels were tested dur-

ing the FIREX 2016 lab study (Selimovic et al. 2018), and any WE-CAN fire with>10% contribution from

ponderosa pine is included in the comparison to those FIREX 2016 lab ponderosa pine burns. In this

way, the same WE-CAN fire may be compared to several different specific fuel types burned in the lab.

Figure 3.3 shows the results of this comparison for NH3 and NOx with EFs from the FLAME-2

(McMeeking et al. 2009) and FIREX-2016 (Selimovic et al. 2018) laboratory studies. Both experiments

burned a range of fuels and fuel types from across the western U.S. in the U.S. Forest Service Missoula

Fire Sciences Laboratory. Here we again use WE-CAN ΣNHx and ΣNOy as proxies for NH3 and NOx at

emission. We find that ΣNHx EFs during WE-CAN for fires burning the same fuels as those burned in

the lab are similar to or of a larger magnitude than the NH3 lab EFs. Conversely, ΣNOy EFs from WE-

CAN are generally lower than NOx EFs from the lab. Each emission factor is also colored by the burn

average or emissions transect MCE. These sets of lab experiments largely represent higher MCEs than

the WE-CAN data, but that is not always the case. Figure 3.3 indicates that WE-CAN EFs associated

with higher MCEs are more closely comparable to the lab studies. Figure 3.4 shows the relationship

between EFs and MCE across a wider range of previous studies applicable to western U.S. wildfires,

without sorting by fuel type. We note that the error associated with our EF estimates is large, typically

on the order of 30-40%. These same errors are applicable to Figures 4 and 6 as well, but displaying

them would complicate the ease of understanding these figures. While the differences in burn condi-

tions as captured by MCE between field and lab may offer one explanation for the difference between

WE-CANΣNHx andΣNOy EFs and the lab, another possible explanation for oxidized N is missing or un-

certain NOy measurements. The quantification of multifunctional organic nitrates and other oxidized

N-containing NVOCs in the WE-CAN dataset is very uncertain. If these are present in higher quantities

than we have estimated in smoke, and were directly or indirectly formed via reactions involving NOx,

then we could still underestimate the EFs of NOx from WE-CAN by using the ΣNOy EFs.
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FIG. 3.4. Comparison of a) NH3 and b) NOx emissions factor relationships with MCE. WE-CAN
data are in black with propagated uncertainties shown as vertical error bars, and literature data
colored by study and with different shapes reflecting lab (triangle) or field measurements (circle)
(literature data accessed from the SERA database: https://depts.washington.edu/nwfire/
sera/).

We can also compare EFs from WE-CAN to those compiled in the literature for use in models by

Akagi et al. (2011) and Andreae (2019) (Figure 3.5). Akagi et al. (2011) and Andreae (2019) both report EF

factors for broad vegetation types with extratropical forest split between temperate and boreal forests.

Since our fire locations were all within the lower 48 U.S. states, here we compare all WE-CAN EFs to their

respective ”Temperate Forest” best estimates. Figure 3.5 displays the ratio of WE-CAN emission factors

for each transect to these literature best estimate values for temperature forests, with values greater

than 1 indicating a WE-CAN transect EF estimate larger than that value and vice versa. The square

points identify the median value across all of the WE-CAN emission transect estimates. Consistent with

the previous comparisons, we find WE-CAN NH3 andΣNHx EFs to be generally larger than the literature

compilations, while NOx andΣNOy EFs to be smaller. HCN, N2O, and HONO EFs are also smaller, with

large variability in the HONO emission factors (see Peng et al. 2020, , for more information), and CH3CN

is smaller than Akagi et al. (2011), and about the same as Andreae (2019). In our final comparison

with laboratory measurements, we compare the NVOC EF estimates to the lab burn measurements of

Koss et al. (2018) for nine species measured in common (Figure A12). We find general agreement in

magnitude and the negative correlation between each NVOC and MCE between this study and Koss

et al. (2018), though we note that the MCEs observed by Koss et al. (2018) were on average higher than

those observed here.
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FIG. 3.5. Comparison between the ratio of different WE-CAN Nr EFs and the best estimate temper-
ate forest EF for the same compound compiled in Akagi et al. (2011) (red dots) or Andreae (2019)
(blue dots) for use in models. Square points indicate the median ratio across all WE-CAN emis-
sion transect estimates. ∗ EFWE-CAN ΣNHx is compared to the NH3 EFliterature. † EFWE-CAN NOx and
ΣNOy are compared to NO EFliterature.

3.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The WE-CAN field campaign sampled smoke from 23 wildfires across the western U.S. during sum-

mer 2018. WE-CAN sampled fires of various sizes; most fires exceeded 1000 acres, and the eventual to-

tal burn area of several fires sampled during the WE-CAN campaign exceeded 100,000 acres. Sampling

was conducted from the mid afternoon to early evening period. This means wildfires were primarily

sampled during periods with well-developed vertical plumes, often during periods of rapid fire spread.

We present NEMRs and EFs for a suite of Nr species calculated using these measurements. The three

main conclusions from this work as are follows:

(1) We observe that reduced N species account for between 39 - 80% (median = 66%) of the to-

tal measured ΣNr in fresh smoke plumes. Gas-phase NH3 accounts for the majority of the
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reduced N, with smaller contributions from pNH4, HCN, and HNCO. The largest contribu-

tors to oxidized N are NOx, pNO3, ΣONs, HONO, and PAN. As the primary WE-CAN sampling

strategy was focused on large fires during periods with flaming fronts during mid-afternoon

conditions, prior work might imply that oxidized Nr emissions (largely from flaming combus-

tion) should dominate the total measured ΣNr. However, that is not what the WE-CAN data

show.

(2) Within minutes after emission, rapid chemistry occurs that changes the distribution (species

/ amount / phase) of Nr in fresh smoke plume. Due to this rapid chemistry, we compare total

ΣNOy and measured ΣNHx with common metrics of fire characteristics, such as MCE, rather

than NOx and NH3 by themselves. The ratio ofΣNHx/ΣNOy generally decreases with increas-

ing MCE, qualitatively consistent with previous research, and a similar relationship between

ΣNHx/ΣNOy and the HNCO fraction further suggest that combustion process and conditions

drive some of the variability in the distribution of Nr between reduced and oxidized forms.

Through the negative correlation between ΣNHx/ΣNOy and the total measured ΣNr, we pro-

pose that fuel N content/volatilization differences between fires may also contribute to the

observed variability in ΣNHx/ΣNOy, though this interpretation is complicated somewhat by

unquantifiable influence from denitrification reactions (Nr→ N2) that are likely more preva-

lent under more flaming combustion conditions.

(3) For similar fuel types the ΣNHx EFs are of the same magnitude or larger than lab-based NH3

EFs, whereasΣNOy EFs are on average smaller than lab-based NOx EFs. One possible explana-

tion for the difference in ΣNOy compared to lab NOx is differences in the burn conditions be-

tween field and lab. WE-CAN sampled fires with MCEs between the median and lower limit of

fires sampled previously and while WE-CAN EF estimates contain larger variability, the agree-

ment with lab studies for ΣNHx and NH3 EFs is better when only comparing across similar

MCEs. Uncertain quantification of multifunctional organic nitrates and missing quantifica-

tion of additional oxidized N-containing NVOCs in the WE-CAN dataset may be anotherr pos-

sible reason for this difference. If we consider all fuels sampled to be classified as temperate

forest, we can also compare WE-CAN EFs to literature compilations of EFs for use in models.
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CHAPTER 4

EMPIRICAL INSIGHTS INTO THE E-FOLDING TIMESCALES AND FATE OF AMMONIA IN WESTERN U.S.

WILDFIRE SMOKE PLUMES
2

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Wildfires are the largest natural terrestrial source of gas-phase ammonia (NH3) to the atmosphere

(Bouwman et al. 1997; Paulot et al. 2014) and these emissions may be growing in many regions of the

world with increasing wildfire activity (e .g . Bray et al. 2018). NH3 is the most abundant base in the

atmosphere, and it can contribute to the formation of secondary inorganic (e .g . Behera and Sharma

2010; Yokelson et al. 2009) and organic (e .g . Liu et al. 2015) aerosol. This secondary aerosol has signif-

icant direct and indirect effects on the Earth’s radiation budget, though the magnitude of these effects

remains uncertain (Myhre et al. 2013; Paulot et al. 2017). NH3 is a large fraction of the emitted reactive

nitrogen (Nr) in wildfire smoke (Benedict et al. 2017; Roberts et al. 2020, ; Chapter 3) and can also be

an important source of reactive nitrogen to sensitive ecosystems via deposition as the smoke travels

downwind (Chen et al. 2014; Karlsson et al. 2013; Prenni et al. 2014).

The emissions of NH3 from wildfires and the timescales of its fate in the atmosphere are both un-

certain. Accurate and precise in situ measurements of gas-phase NH3 are difficult due to its polarity

and affinity for adsorption to surfaces (Pollack et al. 2019). Satellite retrievals of total column NH3 hold

promise for estimating emissions of NH3 (Dammers et al. 2019), but efforts to infer emission factors

from fires often rely on a prescribed value for the effective lifetime of NH3 in smoke (Whitburn et al.

2015).

Few studies have empirically quantified the loss timescale of gas-phase NH3 in biomass burning

smoke plumes. Those that do most often call the estimated loss timescale a ”lifetime” or ”effective

lifetime”. However, the loss of gas-phase NH3 is likely more complicated than a first-order exponen-

tial decay towards zero. Oxidation is very slow, deposition to the ground is usually negligible, and

it is generally assumed that gas-phase NH3 in smoke is lost by partitioning to the particle-phase via

equilibrium-driven processes. These processes are dependent on T and RH and complicated by ongo-

ing plume dilution and changing acid concentrations. Thus, while we report the estimated literature

2Adapted from a manuscript in preparation for JGR Atmospheres, June 2020
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values in the same terms used by each analysis, we will employ the term ”e-folding loss timescale to-

wards quasi-equilibrium” , or ”e-folding loss timescale” in our own analysis (Section 4.2.1). That said,

Goode et al. (2000) observed an e-folding timescale of 2.5 hours in aircraft observations of an Alaskan

boreal fire plume, Akagi et al. (2012a) estimated a lifetime of ∼6 hours after observing NH3 normal-

ized excess mixing ratios decreasing by 50% over 4.5 hours of physical aging in aircraft measurements

of a chaparral fire plume in California, and Adams et al. (2019) used the line density of IASI and CrIS

satellite retrievals within 200 km of the Horse River wildfire in Canada to empirically estimate an NH3

lifetime of 3 hours. In wildfire smoke further from the fire source however, four studies have inferred

longer first-order or effective lifetimes of NH3: 36-48 hours from correlation analysis of ground-based

FTIR measurements Lutsch et al. (2016); 6-24 hours from regional analysis of IASI satellite retrievals

over Russia R’Honi et al. (2013); 36 hours from a regional mass balance approach of IASI satellite re-

trievals over four tropical regions Whitburn et al. (2015); and 21 hours for an average effective lifetime

in Indonesian peat fire plumes from IASI satellite retrievals Whitburn et al. (2016). The differences be-

tween the shorter observed lifetimes in fresh smoke and the longer lifetimes inferred by the ground-

and satellite-based regional analyses could be due to more abundant reactants for gas-particle parti-

tioning reactions in fresh smoke (Paulot et al. 2017) as well as changing equilibrium conditions as the

smoke dilutes and is advected downwind.

It is difficult to precisely quantify the abundances of different NH4 salts or reduced N compounds

in smoke aerosol. In situ observations from aerosol mass spectrometers and Particle-into-Liquid sam-

plers have inferred that ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) is quickly formed (within minutes to hours) in

smoke plumes based on the presence of both ammonium (NH4
+) and nitrate (NO3

-) fragments/species

or ions (Akagi et al. 2012a; Yokelson et al. 2009; Alvarado et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2016; Hobbs et al. 2003;

Kleinman et al. 2008). Abundant NH3 in smoke accompanied by the oxidation of co-emitted nitro-

gen oxides (NOx) is commonly assumed to lead to rapid association of NH3 with nitric acid (HNO3).

However, several studies have acknowledged or offered evidence for the association of NH3 with or-

ganic acids to form organic ammonium salts (Akagi et al. 2012a; Song et al. 2005). Other studies have

reported enhancements of particulate ammonium and/or nitrate (pNH4; pNO3) in smoke but did not

attribute these enhancements to specific causes or compounds (Hecobian et al. 2011; Benedict et al.

2017; Collier et al. 2016).
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Given the present uncertainties in NH3 evolution and the processes driving NH3 aging in smoke,

there is a need for additional empirical constraints on the e-folding loss timescale of NH3 and its re-

lationship with pNH4 within wildfire smoke plumes (Paulot et al. 2017). Here, we use data from the

2018 Western Wildfire Experiment for Cloud Chemistry, Aerosol Absorption, and Nitrogen (WE-CAN)

field campaign to derive empirical insights into NH3 evolution in wildfire smoke. These data dramat-

ically expand the number of fires for which NH3 aging has been characterized. First, we estimate the

e-folding loss timescales and distances of gas-phase NH3 decreases with respect to gas-particle parti-

tioning, as well as the e-folding loss timescales and distances with respect to dilution and partitioning.

These loss timescales can be compared with the e-folding production timescale estimated from ob-

served increases in pNH4. Next, we explore the connection between NOx oxidation chemistry and NH3

aging, and investigate the conditions under which thermodynamic equilibrium may favor NH4NO3

formation. We find evidence of both inorganic and organic pNH4 in our data. Lastly, we calculate the

fraction of pNH4 and pNO3 in older smoke and find an anti-correlation with temperature for both, sug-

gesting the smoke plume injection heights and transport pathways influence gas-particle partitioning

of NH3 through the abundance and equilibrium of NH4NO3.

4.2 METHODS SPECIFIC TO THIS ANALYSIS

4.2.1 Exponential Fitting of Empirical Relationships

We calculate first-order exponential decay towards a quasi-equilibrium value (Equation 4.1) and

asymptotic growth (inverse exponential decay; Equation 4.2) equations to fit the change in calculated

NH3 and pNH4 NEMRs respectively with estimated plume age (nls and SSasymp functions: R software,

package “stats”, v3.5.1). These equations are fit separately to the NEMRs for each species and set of

plume transects. The estimated timescale with respect to loss or production is the inverse of the ex-

ponential coefficient, τ = 1
k . Here, we call τ the e-folding loss (production) timescale. A first-order

exponential decay to zero equation (Equation 4.3) is also fit to the enhancement mixing ratios above

background of NH3 and CO for each set of plume transects. The inverse of the exponential coefficient,

τ = 1
k , of these fits is an estimate of the e-folding timescales (or distances if fit using the distance from

the fire) with respect to dilution plus chemistry (NH3), and just dilution (CO).

y = yasymptote+
�

y0− yasymptote

�

∗ e −k∗x (4.1)
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y = yasymptote ∗
�

1− e −k∗x
�

(4.2)

y = y0 ∗ e −k∗x (4.3)

Because we did not sample the plumes exactly at the emission source (t0), we make one important

assumption about the NH3 and pNH4 NEMR fits. All NH3 and pNH4 is assumed to be in the form of

gas-phase NH3 at emission. Accordingly, a calculated NH3 NEMR data point of magnitude NH3 NEMR

+ pNH4 NEMR from the closest transect to the fire is added at t0 and used in calculating the e-folding

loss timescale of NH3 NEMR for each plume. Likewise a pNH4 NEMR point of magnitude zero is added

at t0 and used in the calculation of the pNH4 NEMR e-folding growth timescale. With this assumption,

we are able to estimate the rate of rapid partitioning often occurring in the minutes before the aircraft

was able to sample the plume.

FIG. 4.1. NCAR/NSF C-130 flight track around the Taylor Creek Fire, 30 July 2018 during Research
Flight 3 (RF03), colored by (a) CO and (b) NH3 mixing ratios. The black arrow shows the average
wind direction and the fire icon shows the fire location. Grey periods in the flight track indicate
calibration and/or instrument zero periods or other periodical instrument checks.

4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4.1 shows the sampling pattern downwind of the Taylor Creek Fire sampled on 30 July 2018

during RF03. The flight track is colored by CO (4.1a) and NH3 (4.1b) mixing ratios with darker col-

ors indicating the plume core as the aircraft transited the smoke plume. Transects further downwind
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contained progressively less CO (evidence of dilution) and NH3 (evidence of dilution plus chemistry).

The Taylor Creek Fire plume was a discrete plume that was injected above the boundary layer and en-

trained into the free-tropospheric flow. This fire afforded the best opportunity to sample a ”Gaussian-

dispersing” plume using a pseudo-Lagrangian flight pattern. The estimated emission times (t0, de-

scribed in section 2.2.5) for most of the individual plume transects shown in Figure 4.1 are within 1

hour (during a several-hour flight time), indicating the pseudo-Lagrangian sampling was effective. We

have identified 7 other cases of pseudo-Lagrangian sampling where the estimated emission times from

individual passes were within ∼2 hours of each other. The Bear Trap Fire (9 August 2018; RF09) plume

was sampled with two separate pseudo-Lagrangian patterns and the South Sugarloaf Fire (26 August

2018; RF15) plume was sampled at multiple altitudes at each distance downwind. These cases were

separated and kept distinct for this analysis. Thus, the 8 pseudo-Lagrangian sampling cases corre-

spond to 6 individual fires.

Measurements of gas-phase NH3 and aerosol species such as pNH4 from the AMS are tightly cor-

related with CO in fresh and old smoke in the WE-CAN dataset; and NH3enhancements above back-

ground reached > 400 ppbv in fresh smoke. Distinct enhancements of NH3 of > 1 ppbv are generally

present even in old smoke (Figure A14a), while detectable background mixing ratios of ∼0.2 - 1 ppbv

are present in the clean free troposphere.

Figure 4.2 shows the evolution of dilution-corrected gas-phase NH3, pNH4, and the sum of NH3 and

pNH4, ΣNHx. While 6 out of the 8 plumes are observed to lose NH3 with physical aging, both altitudes

of the South Sugarloaf plume maintain roughly constant NH3 NEMRs and pNH4 NEMRs appear to

increase. If all the NH3 lost from the gas-phase partitions to the aerosol, in a perfectly Lagrangian-

sampled plume we would expect ΣNHx to remain constant after correcting for dilution. When viewed

this way, we observe steady or slightly decreasingΣNHx NEMRs with estimated physical age for all fires

with the exception of South Sugarloaf. Several of the apparent decreases are within the propagated

uncertainty of the measurements and NEMR calculations. Background errors become larger as the

plume dilutes and enhancements above background are less pronounced. However, the decrease in

the Bear Trap smoke plume is outside the propagated uncertainty, and represents ∼ 40% loss of ΣNHx

over∼4 hours of physical aging. Likely explanations for "missing"ΣNHx include partitioning of NH3 to

smaller (e .g . recently nucleated) particles than the size range captured by the AMS (70 - 1000 nm). NH3

is not likely removed from plumes sampled in the upper boundary layer/free troposphere by deposition
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FIG. 4.2. Evolution of NH3 and pNH4 NEMRs with estimated physical plume age. The sum of NH3

and pNH4 is shown in pink points, NH3 is in black, and pNH4 is shown in red, with empirical fits
plotted as lines. Empirical fits are an exponential decay to a quasi-equilibrium value for NH3,
and an asymptotic increase (inverse exponential decay) for pNH4. τNH3 and τpNH4 represent the
estimated e-folding time with respect to chemical losses and chemical production respectively, ±
1σ standard deviation in minutes. No estimate for the e-folding time is shown if the fit did not
converge.

during our timescales of interest (e .g . Akagi et al. 2012a), nor via oxidation by OH, given the lifetime of

NH3 against oxidation by OH is ∼14 days (k = 1.6× 10-13 cm3 molec.-1 s-1; Sander et al. 2006).

NH3 partitioning fractions in these plumes sampled during WE-CAN span a wide range. After 1.5

hours, the plumes included here ranged from pNH4 fractions of 0.2 - 0.9 (pNH4 fraction=pNH4/ΣNHx).

This is a wider range than described in the limited existing literature covering plumes that have been
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sampled as they age. In the two comparable examples, Akagi et al. (2012a) observed a pNH4 fraction of

0.13 after 1.5 hours of aging in a southern California chaparral fire, and Yokelson et al. (2009) observed

a pNH4 fraction of ∼0.32 after 1 hour of aging in tropical Yucatan Peninsula smoke plumes.

FIG. 4.3. Evolution of NH3 and CO mixing ratios with estimated physical plume age. Points plotted
are the mean mixing ratio of NH3 in black and CO in grey of each plume transect, minus the esti-
mated background and normalized by the greatest value across all passes in that plume (usually
the youngest plume transect). τNH3 and τCO represent the estimated e-folding time with respect
to dilution + chemical losses with 1σ standard deviation in minutes, calculated for a first-order
exponential decay to zero.
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We assume the loss of NH3 from the gas-phase to follow a first order exponential decay towards a

quasi-equilibrium value greater than zero. Our observations in older smoke show continued NH3 en-

hancements (Figure A14a) and so an exponential decay towards 0 would not make sense, nor does it

make sense from a thermodynamic point of view if NH4NO3 is present in the aerosol phase. Because we

are fitting both an e-folding loss timescale as well as a quasi-equilibrium asymptote, our fits converge

in only 4 out of the 8 plumes. The estimated e-folding loss timescale of NH3, τNH3, in these 4 plumes

is between ∼24 - 4000 minutes (median of 55 minutes), with the Sharps Fire plume a possible outlier.

As Figure 4.3 shows, the Sharps Fire plume as sampled did not behave similar to a gaussian-dispersing

plume (with exponentially decaying CO enhancements). The flight scientist during that flight noted

that at certain points it appeared as if smoke from a previous day of burning was being lifted out of

the valley into the free troposphere. While we excluded transects with clear evidence of this influence

from the current analysis, and the transects kept in meet the t0 emission time criteria, the Sharps Fire

plume likely represents an unideal case from which to estimate the timescale of gas-phase NH3 loss.

Timescales in the most well-defined plumes, Bear Trap 1st Pass and Taylor Creek, were estimated to

be 120 ±38 and 24 ±54 minutes, respectively. The e-folding timescale of the average mixing ratio en-

hancements (i.e., not dilution corrected) of NH3 and CO are shown in Figure 4.3. We observe e-folding

timescales of NH3 with respect to dilution plus chemical losses that range from 22 - 350 minutes (me-

dian of 77 minutes), generally shorter for a given plume than the timescales with respect to chemical

losses only. E-folding distances range between 12 - 130 km (Figure A15) and could be useful in future

satellite analyses and comparisons.

We also fit an asymptotic growth curve (the inverse of an exponential decay) to the pNH4 NEMR

estimates for each fire (Figure 4.2). The presence of pNH4 in the downwind transect nearest to each

fire suggests that a large fraction of the partitioning of gas-phase NH3 into the aerosol happens on a

timescale of tens of minutes between emission and the first in situ sampling transect. As we note above,

the succeeding increase in pNH4 is enough to balance the loss of gas-phase NH3 within measurement

errors for many fires. Over the short time span represented by these data (0 - 4 hours of physical trans-

port), in some cases, pNH4 NEMRs continue to increase as the plume ages, while in other cases the

pNH4 NEMR appears to stabilize. The e-folding timescales of the asymptotic growth in pNH4 range

from 17 - 180 minutes, with Bear Trap 1st Pass and Taylor Creek plumes estimates of 34 ± 50 and 17 ±

53 minutes, respectively.
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FIG. 4.4. Relationship between the fraction of pNH4 out of total ammonia (ΣNHx= NH3 + pNH4)
and the fraction of more oxidized nitrogen species (ΣNOz = PAN + PPN + HNO3 + pNO3) out of
total reactive nitrogen oxides (ΣNOy = NOx + HONO + PAN + PPN + HNO3 + pNO3). All obser-
vations are averaged according to the 5 second timebase for measurements collected by the AMS.
Black lines represent linear least squares regression of the data points. Data points are colored by
CO mixing ratio for all measurements above 250 ppbv.

NH3 partitioning to aerosol can end up in three forms. NH3 can form inorganic salts with nitrate,

sulfate, or other inorganic species (Seinfeld and Pandis 2016). It can form salts with organic acids

(Malm et al. 2005; Akagi et al. 2012a) or react with some organic compounds (e .g . some carbonyls) to

form nitrogen-containing organic compounds (Updyke et al. 2012; Laskin et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2015).

It can also dissolve into solution and exist as an ammonium ion if a liquid phase exists in the aerosol

(Seinfeld and Pandis 2016). AMS pNH4 should capture each of these forms, as well as amines or other

reduced N groups that fragment as NH4 and have already partitioned to the particle-phase. However,

based on the PTR-ToF-MS measurements, gas-phase amines are <5% of gas phase NH3 across all WE-

CAN smoke plumes when they were intercepted (Chapter 3), so it is likely that the contribution to the

observed increase in pNH4 during the pseudo-Lagrangian sampling from amines or other reduced N

components is small.

If oxidized nitrogen chemistry is linked to (or indicative of) the partitioning of NH3 to the aerosol

through the formation of NH4NO3, we would expect a positive relationship between the fraction of
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ΣNHx that is pNH4 and the fraction of the sum measured oxidized nitrogen (ΣNOy = NOx + HONO +

PAN + PPN + HNO3 + pNO3) that is NOz (ΣNOz = PAN + PPN + HNO3 + pNO3). This relationship is

shown in Figure 4.4 for each plume where all data are available. Fresh plumes start with lower quanti-

ties of pNH4/ΣNHx andΣNOz/ΣNOy and both quantities increase as the plume ages. TheΣNOz/ΣNOy

fraction is qualitatively similar to the negative log of NOx fraction proxy for chemical age used in pre-

vious studies of wildfire smoke (Kleinman et al. 2008; Sedlacek III et al. 2018), and an increase in this

fraction with aging reflects the transformation of NOx into more highly oxidized products such as PAN,

HNO3, and organic nitrates. As this chemistry proceeds, partitioning of NH3 into pNH4 is also oc-

curring, whether via the formation of inorganic salts or through NH3-organic reactions. Figure 4.4

demonstrates three important patterns. First, for most plumes, ΣNOz is more than 50% of ΣNOy. This

is the case for even the first transect of the smoke plumes shown in Figure 4.4 and is a result of rapid

oxidation of NOx in the first tens of minutes after emission (Peng et al. 2020, ; Juncosa Calahorrano et

al., in preparation). Second, the pNH4 fraction ranges widely between 0.1 - 0.9. The Taylor Creek Fire

plume is an obvious outlier, with a pNH4 fraction > ∼0.5 even in the freshest plume transects. There is

evidence that Taylor Creek was a particularly chemically active plume, with high NOx and HONO emis-

sion factors (Chapter 3 Peng et al. 2020), the highest estimated NOx relative to NH3 (NOx/NH3 ratio) of

any fire (Chapter 3), and more rapid O3 production than any other plume sampled. Third, smaller CO

mixing ratios at higher pNH4 fractions in the South Sugarloaf and Sharps Fire plumes suggest that un-

der some circumstances more dilute smoke (either plume edges or physically older smoke) partitions

a higher fraction of NH3 into the aerosol phase for a given fraction of NOz.

Concurrent work by Juncosa Calahorrano et al. (in preparation) estimates HNO3 formation from

the OH oxidation of NO2 in the Bear Trap and Taylor Creek fire plumes. Assuming all produced HNO3

partitions to the aerosol phase in association with NH3, they find that NO2 oxidation by OH can account

for ∼100% of the pNO3 formation in the Taylor Creek plume, and ∼300% of the pNO3 formation in

Bear Trap. Possible reasons for the overestimation of pNO3 increases could include an incomplete

understanding of OH concentration evolution and uptake of HNO3 by super-micron particles. These

rough estimates support the conclusion that the partitioning of NH3 into the aerosol phase is at least

in part due to the formation of NH4NO3 through the association with gas-phase HNO3.
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FIG. 4.5. The altitude dependence of the ratio of the product of NH3 and HNO3 partial pressures
with the dry dissociation constant for NH4NO3, Kp. All points are averaged measurements on the
AMS timebase (5 seconds). Grey points show all measurements within identified smoke plumes
throughout the campaign. Colored points are those from the 8 fire plumes included in prior fig-
ures. Each panel is colored by a different measurement: a) ambient temperature, b) NH3 mixing
ratio, c) HNO3 mixing ratio, d) ambient relative humidity, and e) CO mixing ratio. The vertical
dashed line in each panel indicates a Kp ratio of 1.

To investigate the thermodynamics of possible NH4NO3 formation within WE-CAN smoke plumes,

we calculate the dissociation constant of NH4NO3, Kp (Table 10.7 in Seinfeld and Pandis 2016), and

compare it to the product of partial pressures of gas-phase NH3 and HNO3 (Figure 4.5). Kp is depen-

dent on temperature (Figure 4.5a) (see also Stelson and Seinfeld 1982), and it indicates whether a parcel

is supersaturated with respect to NH4NO3 when particles are dry (which assumes a low environmental

relative humidity and particles have not deliquesced). This Kp formulation does not consider physical

and chemical properties of the smoke aerosol that may shift particles away from NH4NO3 equilibrium

such as mixing state, phase separation, and aerosol pH (e .g . Kanakidou et al. 2005; Guo et al. 2018).

Higher relative humidities (typically> 60 %) will likely cause NH4NO3-containing aerosol to deliquesce

at the temperatures sampled here, increasing the likelihood of additional NH4NO3 formation. 63% of

samples had RH < 60 % in the data shown in Figure 4.5d, and for simplicity we always assume the
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aerosol is dry. When the product of NH3 and HNO3 partial pressures is greater than Kp, or a ratio > 1

(vertical dashed lines in Figure 4.5), the parcel is assumed to be NH4NO3 supersaturated, and NH4NO3

will form as the system moves towards thermodynamic equilibrium. Conversely a Kp ratio < 1 indi-

cates the parcel is NH4NO3 subsaturated and NH4NO3 in aerosol, if it exists, will start to dissociate and

transition back into the gas-phase as the system moves towards equilibrium.

Figure 4.5 shows that NH4NO3 supersaturation (points to the right of the vertical dashed lines) is

more likely in higher altitude plumes because the temperature dependence of Kp pushes partitioning

of NH4NO3 toward the particle phase, as inferred by Paulot et al. (2017). Individual data points in the

plumes sampled during WE-CAN span a wide range of Kp ratios, from 0.001 to 1000; low values are

driven by low NH3 and HNO3 mixing ratios and warmer temperatures (Figures 4.5a, b, c), and high val-

ues are driven by high NH3 mixing ratios and colder temperatures. The total amount of available NH3

and HNO3 drives the relative amount of possible NH4NO3 formed, assuming there are no other phys-

ical or chemical constraints to the systems’ equilibrium, and under this assumption the large range

of observed Kp ratios indicates that the smoke is not often near NH4NO3 equilibrium. It is possible

these observations of Kp ratios far out of equilibrium could constitute evidence for the influence of

different physical and chemical properties mentioned above. Garofalo et al. (2019) showed that sub-

micron aerosol measured during WE-CAN were generally> 85% organic, and thus it is likely many bulk

properties are dominated by organic compounds.

NH3 is nearly always in excess in these plumes, particularly when the Kp ratio is > 1, and thus

HNO3 may be a limiting factor in the formation of NH4NO3 (Figures 4.5b and c). Gas-phase HNO3

enhancements were not observed or they were small (typically< 5 ppbv; Figure A14b) compared to tens

or hundreds of ppbv in observed NH3 mixing ratios (Figure A14a), implying that NH4NO3 formation

is HNO3 limited. NH4NO3 supersaturation is also more common in fresher denser plumes (Figure

4.5e), where appreciable quantities of HNO3 have sometimes been produced (Figure 4.5c) and before

dilution reduces the total abundances of both NH3 and HNO3.

As stated earlier, the pNH4 measurement in smoke may contain contributions from inorganic NH4

salts with inorganic acid anions, organic NH4 salts from the association of NH3 with organic acids (e .g .

Akagi et al. 2012a), and fragments of reduced organic N such as amines or other covalently bonded re-

duced organic nitrogen compounds (e .g . Farmer et al. 2010; Lin et al. 2016). Thus, we have good rea-

son to expect that not all the pNH4 measured in smoke is inorganic (i.e., NH4
+ associated with NO3

- or
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SO4
2-). There were two measurements of aerosol composition on board the C-130 measuring molecu-

lar fragments via mass spectrometry (AMS) and ions present via ion chromatography (PILS) that might

enable us to test this assertion. However, it is difficult to directly use both the PILS and AMS aerosol

composition measurements due to the large difference in sampling period (2 minutes versus 5 seconds

respectively), particularly considering that smoke plumes are very heterogeneous and highly variable.

Additionally, measurements we might expect to compare well on a 2 minute average basis, such as in-

organic chloride (PILS Cl- and AMS pCl) generally differ by 1-3 orders of magnitude in dense smoke

(PILS Cl- < AMS pCl), and the timeseries for PILS data do not correlate well with either the AMS data or

CO. This unresolved difference could possibly be due to aerosol morphology, mixing state, and com-

position (e.g. organic coatings, tar balls etc.) affecting transmission and detection differently in each

instrument, as well as the fact that the instruments were on different inlets on the aircraft. Work at-

tempting to understand these differences is ongoing. That said, we can compare between the self-

consistent measured PILS ions to answer the question, are organic acids present in smoke aerosol, and

are they abundant enough for us to reasonably assume the presence of ammonium salts of organic

acid anions? We find that the fraction of charge-weighted sum organic acid ion mixing ratio equiva-

lents (
∑

formate, acetate, 2∗oxalate, 2∗malonate, 2∗succinate, and 2∗glutarate) is often greater than

the abundance of the NH4
+ ion in the PILS measurements that overlap with identified smoke plumes.

This indicates that organic acids are present in the sampled aerosol and that they are present at suffi-

cient levels for us to assume that NH4-organic salts may exist in the plumes sampled. This conclusion

is consistent with the enrichment of organic acids and NH4
+ observed in boreal forest fire smoke (Tal-

bot et al. 1992) and tropical Amazon biomass burning haze (Andreae et al. 1988), though we note that

smoke in these studies was estimated to be older than the fresh smoke measurements analyzed here.

Further work is needed to estimate the quantify the fraction of inorganic versus organic NH4 salts,

as well as to investigate the possibility contribution of covalently bonded reduced N (CxHyN such

as amines or NH4-organic compounds) to the pNH4 measurement. Empirical AMS fragment appor-

tioning analyses for pNH4 during WE-CAN are ongoing, but the diversity of species present in smoke

aerosol complicates separation of inorganic pNH4 from organic pNH4. Ion balance methods using

the AMS measurements are complicated by the fact that both pSO4 and pNO3 likely have inorganic

and organic contributions (Farmer et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2019). Additionally, the AMS generally mea-

sures the non-refractory component of potassium (K) and thus we do not report K mass. We expect

refractory K to be present in wildfire smoke submicron aerosol (Li et al. 2003; McMeeking et al. 2009;
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Levin et al. 2010), and we see considerable K+ in the PILS observations. Therefore, since K would likely

be associated with some fraction of the inorganic anions, and some fraction of both pSO4 and pNO3

may be organic, calculating the inorganic pNH4 fraction of total pNH4 from an ion balance is difficult.

Thermodynamic modeling efforts may likewise suffer from the same constraints, and while it may be

needed to assist in answering these questions, it is outside the scope of the current analysis. In sum-

mary, the PILS ion measurements suggest that NH4-organic salts are likely present in western wildfire

smoke plumes, and future work is needed to estimate the relative abundance of these NH4-organic

salts as well as the relative contribution of reduced organic N to the measured pNH4.

FIG. 4.6. (a-c) Measured pNH4 fraction (pNH4/ΣNHx) as a function of temperature, binned by
young, medium, and old smoke, as defined by chemical age estimates from O’Dell et al. (in prepa-
ration). (d-f) Measured pNO3 fraction (pNO3/ΣNO3; ΣNO3 = pNO3+HNO3) as a function of tem-
perature, binned by the same chemical age estimates. Observations are averaged to the timebase
of the TOGA instrument (approximately 30-second samples every 100 seconds) and colored by the
ratio of measured sum nitrate to measured sum ammonia (ΣNO3/ΣNHx) on a log10 scale. Data
points include only the observations collected > 2 km above sea level in order to limit ground-
based emission influence, and are not background-corrected.
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While Figure 4.5 shows the physical and chemical context for NH4NO3 thermodynamic equilib-

rium in smoke connected to a specific fire and with a physical age of < 1 day, we also encountered

smoke of indeterminate origin, some of which had likely been emitted more than 1 day prior to sam-

pling. Though establishing an estimated physical age is difficult for this smoke, we can use estimated

chemical age categories described by O’Dell et al. (in preparation) to assess how the physical smoke

context may change the pNH4 fraction (pNH4/ΣNHx) in older smoke. The first three panels in Figure

4.6 show that there is a negative correlation between the ambient environmental temperature and the

pNH4 fraction in medium (1 - 3 days chemical aging) and old (> 3 days chemical aging) smoke, while

this relationship is not present in the young smoke (< 1 day chemical aging). We note that most of

the data previously presented in Figures 4.2 - 4.5 is classified as young smoke. Temperature here can

be considered an inverse proxy for altitude, with higher sampling altitudes typically having lower tem-

peratures. As might be expected, relative humidity is also correlated with pNH4 fraction in medium

and old smoke, meaning higher pNH4 fractions are observed at both colder temperatures and higher

relative humidities (Figure A16). Since colder and wetter conditions push the NH4NO3 equilibrium

toward the aerosol-phase, these empirical relationships suggest a larger contribution from inorganic

NH3 partitioning in colder and wetter smoke plumes. Figures 4.6e and 4.6f support this conclusion,

showing the same negative relationship with temperature for the fraction of pNO3 in the sum mea-

sured nitrate (ΣNO3 = pNO3+ HNO3) in medium and old smoke. This conclusion is also consistent

with the inference made by Paulot et al. (2017), that smoke plumes injected higher into the free tro-

posphere more favorably produce NH4NO3. The fractions of pNH4 and pNO3 in each of the Figure 4.6

panels are colored by the ratio of measured sum nitrate to measured sum ammonia (ΣNO3/ΣNHx).

This ratio suggests that a greater abundance of sum nitrate relative to sum ammonia is correlated with

a higher pNH4 fraction in young and medium chemically aged smoke. HigherΣNO3/ΣNHx correlating

with greater NH3 partitioning is consistent with one of the insights from Figure 4.5, that NH4NO3 pro-

duction is often limited by HNO3 availability, as well as the observations from individual fires, where

Taylor Creek has the fastest e-folding loss timescale and the highest oxidized nitrogen to reduced N

ratios (Chapter 3). We note that the data shown in Figure 4.6 are not background-corrected, thus de-

scribing the behavior of total ammonia (panels a - c) and total nitrate (panels d - f) in smoke-impacted

air. While entrainment of NH3, pNH4, and pNO3 from surrounding air masses is not likely to be con-

tribute to already enhanced abundances in older smoke, HNO3 may be present in the free troposphere
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(Figure A14b) and affect the pNO3 fraction in well-diluted (medium and old) smoke along with smoke-

produced HNO3. By showing the full observed behavior of the pNH4 and pNO3 fractions in smoke

across different chemical ages, we conclude that aged smoke plumes in the western U.S. likely con-

tribute to the production of NH4NO3 in the free troposphere. This production may be enhanced in

smoke with lower temperatures (injection at higher altitudes) and higher ΣNO3/ΣNHx ratios.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS

We have characterized evolution of gas-phase NH3 in a set of western wildfire smoke plumes during

summer 2018 and investigated some of the complexity in the partitioning of NH3 to pNH4, including

the relationship of NH3 partitioning to HNO3 and other acids as well as to temperature and RH. NH3

mixing ratios decrease in fresh smoke plumes in most of the sampled plumes, faster than can be ex-

plained by dilution alone, and concurrent increases in observed sub-micron pNH4 from the AMS are

able to account for this loss in many plumes. While the limited existing literature on NH3 evolution

in smoke tends to estimate a lifetime or effective lifetime for NH3 loss, we recognize the complexity in

this term: NH3 is likely lost from the gas phase through an equilibrium process dependant on T and

RH that happens concurrent with ongoing dilution and changing inorganic and organic acids abun-

dances. Thus we describe an e-folding loss timescale to quasi-equilibrium for NH3 gas-particle par-

titioning that is on the order of tens of minutes to several hours in the fresh smoke plumes sampled.

We find empirical evidence for the association of NH3 and HNO3 to form NH4NO3 through the positive

relationship between the pNH4 fraction ofΣNHx and theΣNOz fraction ofΣNOy. We examine the ther-

modynamic context for the formation of NH4NO3 by calculating the Kp ratio. Under the assumption

that this equilibrium is independent from aerosol mixing state, phase separation, or pH, we find that

many of our in situ measurements are far from equilibrium, both super- and sub- saturated with re-

spect to NH4NO3. Fresh, dense plumes injected at higher altitudes (and lower temperatures) are more

likely to favor NH4NO3 formation. We also suggest the presence of NH4-organic salts in the plumes

sampled given the abundant organic acid ions measured by the PILS. Lastly, in smoke with chemical

ages older than ∼1 day, we find evidence for the presence of NH4NO3 via the negative relationship be-

tween the environmental temperature and both pNH4 and pNO3 fractions. This again suggests that

smoke injected higher in the free troposphere favors the formation of NH4NO3, consistent with the

findings of Paulot et al. (2017).
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CHAPTER 5

INVESTIGATING MECHANISMS FOR PAN AND PPN PRODUCTION IN WESTERN U.S. WILDFIRE SMOKE

PLUMES
3

5.1 INTRODUCTION

As discussed in prior chapters, wildfires are an important source of reactive nitrogen (Nr) to the

atmosphere (Lobert et al. 1990). Acyl peroxy nitrates (APNs) are a class of NOy compounds with the

general structure, RC(O)OONO2, that are thought to be particularly important atmospheric reservoirs

of NOx (Singh and Hanst 1981; Singh 1987). APNs are in a highly temperature-dependent chemical

equilibrium with their acyl peroxy (AP) radical precursors and NO2, and can act as a temporary sink for

NOx in fresh smoke plumes injected in the free troposphere. In these conditions, rapid formation of

APNs is facilitated by the combined effect of large precursor concentrations and lower temperatures. As

smoke plumes dilute and move downwind, APNs can decompose and become a source of NOx, thereby

contributing to the transport of Nr across continental scales (Fischer et al. 2014) and production of O3

in downwind regions (e .g . Val Martín et al. 2006; Jaffe and Wigder 2012). Despite a recognition of the

importance of APN chemistry for the overall chemical evolution of smoke, reproducing the production

of PAN in smoke plumes has remained challenging for models (e .g . Alvarado et al. 2015). This is at least

partially due to the sheer number of factors that influence APN formation, including OH abundance,

actinic flux, precursor abundances, and environmental conditions.

The most common APN is peroxyacetic nitric anhydride (PAN; CH3C(O)O2NO2; also often called

by its misnomer peroxyacetyl nitrate) (Roberts 2007). PAN is formed by the reaction of the peroxy acetyl

(PA; CH3C(O)O2) radical with NO2. Typically the next most abundant APN, peroxypropionic nitric an-

hydride (PPN; CH3CH2C(O)O2NO2) is the product of the reaction of the peroxy propionyl radical (PP

radical; CH3CH2C(O)O2) with NO2. The following set of reactions describe the production and loss of

PAN by a representative oxygenated volatile organic compound (oVOC). Reactions 5.1a and 5.1b de-

scribe the formation pathways for PA radicals via the OH oxidation or photolysis of aldehydes, ketones

or other oVOCs. Reactions 5.2a and 5.2a describe the reversible reaction between the PA radical and

NO2 to form PAN, and Reactions 5.3 - 5.6 describe chemical loss pathways for the PA radical or PAN.

3Adapted from a manuscript in preparation for JGR Atmospheres, June 2020
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oVOC+OH (+O2)→RC(O)O2 (5.1a)

oVOC+hν(+O2)→RC(O)O2 (5.1b)

RC(O)O2+NO2→RC(O)OONO2 (5.2a)

RC(O)OONO2→RC(O)O2+NO2 (5.2b)

RC(O)O2+NO→ products (5.3)

RC(O)O2+HO2→ products (5.4)

RC(O)O2+RO2→ products (5.5)

RC(O)OONO2+OH→ products (5.6)

The most important immediate APN precursors, defined here as a direct PA or PP radical precur-

sor, vary depending on the environment. Globally the most important immediate PAN precursors are

thought to be acetaldehyde, acetone (particularly in the upper free troposphere), and methylglyoxal

(Fischer et al. 2014). In polluted urban environments such as Houston acetaldehyde is the domi-

nant PA radical precursor (Roberts et al. 2001; Sillman and West 2009), whereas in heavily vegetated

places with large biogenic emissions methacrolein can be a major PA radical source (Roberts et al.

2001; Williams et al. 1997). In Chinese megacities such as Beijing, acetaldehyde is the dominant PAN

precursor (Xue et al. 2014), but both acetaldehyde and methylglyoxal appear to be important imme-

diate PAN precursors at a rural site outside Beijing and in the Pearl River Delta region (Xue et al. 2014;

Yuan et al. 2018). In locations where urban outflow mixes with biogenic emissions, methylvinyl ketone

(MVK), methacrolein, methylglyoxal, biacetyl, and acetaldehyde are significant immediate PAN precur-

sors (LaFranchi et al. 2009). Thus, while the PA radical has many possible oxygenated volatile organic

compound (oVOC) precursors, in most regions a handful of species likely account for the majority of
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PA radical production. For PPN, the dominant (and often assumed exclusive) immediate precursor in

most environments is propanal (CH3CH2CHO)(Roberts et al. 2001).

There are limited measurements of PAN with its likely immediate PAN radical precursors in smoke

over the appropriate chemical timescales suitable for empirically based assessments of PAN produc-

tion in fresh wildfire smoke. To our knowledge only two studies have investigated the immediate oVOC

PAN precursors in smoke, and no studies have investigated the immediate precursors of PPN. Using

detailed chemical modeling, Müller et al. (2016) found that acetaldehyde and biacetyl are the major

PAN precursors in a small prescribed burn smoke plume in Georgia. Likewise, Liu et al. (2016) used a

similar chemical modeling approach to conclude that biacetyl is needed along with acetaldehyde to

explain PAN production in southeastern U.S. agricultural fire smoke plumes. Here, we investigate PAN

and PPN evolution in 8 pseudo-Lagrangian smoke plumes sampled during the Western Wildfire Exper-

iment for Cloud Chemistry, Aerosol Absorption, and Nitrogen (WE-CAN) aircraft campaign. We find

evidence of PAN and PPN production within the first several hours of physical aging in every plume.

Next we use a simple chemical production model for PAN and PPN to test our ability to predict PAN and

PPN formation using a small set of likely precursors. We find empirical evidence that acetaldehyde and

biacetyl are important immediate PAN precursors in large western wildfire smoke plumes, and suggest

that models at all scales need to include emissions, formation, and photolysis of biacetyl in order to

represent PAN production. Lastly, we determine that additional PPN precursors are likely needed in

western smoke apart from propanal, and hypothesize ethylglyoxal may be a likely candidate. Very few

measurements of ethylglyoxal exist however, suggesting an area of future research.

5.2 METHODS SPECIFIC TO THIS ANALYSIS

5.2.1 Time evolution model of PAN

To estimate the production of PAN and PPN in our plumes, we solve a simplified explicit integral

of the mass balance for each species assuming a limited number of dominant production pathways.

This integrated steady state mass balance model has been used to investigate PAN production and

dominant precursors in forest and urban environments (LaFranchi et al. 2009; Roberts et al. 2001). We

define total PAN, PANT, as the sum of PAN and the PA radical:

[PANT] = [PAN] + [PA radical] (1)
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The total abundance of PANT is written as the integral over time of the production rate of PANT

minus the loss rate of PANT:

[PANT ] =

∫

(Production of PANT −Loss of PANT ) dt (2)

Filling in the production and loss terms with Reactions 5.1 - 5.1 from the introduction, where Re-

actions 5.2a and 5.2b do not affect the net production or loss of PANT and thus are not included, yields:

[PANT ] =

∫

(k1[OH(t )][oVOC(t )]−k3[PA(t )][NO(t )]−k4[PA(t )][HO2(t )]−

k5[PA(t )][RO2(t )]−k6[PAN(t )][OH(t )]) dt (3)

Because the PA radical lifetime is very short (≪∼1s), we apply a steady state assumption to the PA

radical mass balance equation and solve for the steady state concentration of PA radical, PASS:

[PASS ] =
k1[OH][oVOC] +k2b [PAN]

k2a [NO2] +k3[NO] +k4[HO2] +k5[RO2]
(4)

Incorporating the PA steady state assumption into the PANT equation and introduce the parameter

β , the equation for PANT simplifies to:

[PANT ] =

∫

(β k1[OH(t )][oVOC(t )]− (1−β ) k2b [PAN(t )]−k6[PAN(t )][OH(t )]) dt (5)

Where β is the probability that the PA radical reacts with NO2 to form PAN versus being lost to

reaction with NO, HO2, or RO2.

β =
k2a [NO2]

k2a [NO2] +k3[NO] +k4[HO2] +k5[RO2]
(6)

Generalizing the PANT integrated mass balance to include production from the oxidation of several

oVOCs produces:

[PANT ] =

∫

(β (
∑

i

ki [OH(t )][oVOCi (t )])− (1−β ) k2b [PAN(t )]−k6[PAN(t )][OH(t )]) dt (7)

Following the same logic yields an equation for total PPN (PPNT = PPN + PP radical), where β is

assumed to be the same for both PA and PP radicals:
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[PPNT ] =

∫

(β (
∑

i

ki [OH(t )][oVOCi (t )])− (1−β ) k2b [PPN(t )]−k6[PPN(t )][OH(t )]) dt (8)

Equations 7 and 8 are then solved iteratively, adding the net production for each time step to the

previous estimate for PAN (including terms for production of PA radicals by both oxidation and pho-

tolysis):

[PAN](t +1) = (β (
∑

i

ki (t )[OH(t )][oVOCi (t )] +
∑

i

ji (t ) ∗ [oVOCi (t )])

− (1−β ) (k2b (t )[PAN](t ))−k6(t )[OH(t )][PAN(t )])) ∗∆t (9)

And for PPN:

[PPN](t +1) = (β (
∑

i

ki (t )[OH(t )][oVOCi (t )] +
∑

i

ji (t ) ∗ [oVOCi (t )])

− (1−β ) (k2b (t )[PPN](t ))−k6(t )[OH(t )][PPN(t )])) ∗∆t (10)

The WE-CAN measurements contain most of the information (i.e. oVOC precursors, j-values, tem-

perature) needed to solve these equations and compare our estimated PAN and PPN with the observed

evolution of PAN and PPN in pseudo-Lagrangian sampled smoke plumes. However, there are a few

additional assumptions required. First, we assume that [PA] ≪ [PAN], such that [PANT]
∼= [PAN] (and

likewise [PPNT]
∼= [PPN]). This is reasonable given the very short lifetime of PA and PP radicals. Next,

we do not have measurements of in situ HO2 and RO2, but we can infer an upper bound for β using

measurements of NO and NO2. Given ratios of NO/NO2 of ∼0.15 - 0.3 in fresh WE-CAN plumes, this

upper bound is∼0.65 - 0.8. Measurements of HO2 and RO2 concentrations are rare in smoke. The only

measurements we are aware of represent smoke with substantially longer physical ages than the ma-

jority of the WE-CAN samples (Cook et al. 2007). These measurements suggest that the sum of HO2

and RO2 is between ∼10 - 45 pptv (Cook et al. 2007); these small mixing ratios make sense given that

these radicals have very short lifetimes against oxidation by OH and NO, and quickly cycle between the

HOx and ROx families. The combined abundance of HO2 and RO2 is rarely above one hundred ppt in

other, even highly polluted, environments (e .g . Hornbrook et al. 2011; Griffith et al. 2016). β is not very

sensitive to HO2 and RO2 at these abundances. Even if we include extreme mixing ratios of 500 pptv
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for both HO2 and RO2 in the calculation of β , the largest change would reduce β to∼0.6. Thus, we can

reasonably constrain β between ∼0.6 and 0.8.

OH was not directly measured during WE-CAN, and thus OH abundance and evolution needs to be

inferred from other measurements. Our understanding of the abundance of evolution of OH in wild-

fire smoke plumes is rapidly evolving. Studies of smoke across a variety of ecosystems have observed

enhanced OH concentrations (Hobbs et al. 2003; Yokelson et al. 2009; Akagi et al. 2012a) that are likely

dynamically evolving in fresh plumes (e .g . Peng et al. 2020). We explore three general forms of OH con-

centration timeseries: a constant value of OH with plume age, a timeseries starting with high OH and

following an exponential decay to a lower set value, and a timeseries consisting of a linear decrease to

a set value. The assumption that OH may be higher in the youngest smoke is based on the high abun-

dances of HONO often observed in the freshest WE-CAN smoke plumes and analyses indicating that

the rapid photolysis of this HONO is an important source of OH (Peng et al. 2020). We describe our

specific estimates of OH in the Section 5.3.

Assumptions are also required to attribute fractions of individual mass/charge (m/z) measure-

ments made by the PTR-ToF-MS to different isomers. The PTR-ToF-MS measurements are reported

using the isomer fractions calculated by Koss et al. (2018). The Koss et al. (2018) fractions were esti-

mated from Fire Influence on Regional and Global Environments Experiment (FIREX-2016) lab mea-

surements of freshly emitted smoke, and the relative proportions of different isomers could change

with smoke age. When possible, we test and evaluate these fractions using the speciated GC-MS mea-

surements from the Total Organic Gas Analyzer (TOGA) instrument (Apel et al. 2003, 2015). While at

too low of time resolution to use directly in estimating the NEMRs of oVOC APN precursors, the TOGA

measurements are generally consistent with the estimated oVOCs fractions used here. More details are

provided in Section 5.3.2 and in the appendix.
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FIG. 5.1. PAN and PPN NEMRs (black squares and grey circles respectively) plotted with estimated
physical plume age for 8 separate pseudo-Lagrangian sampling patterns of fires sampled during
WE-CAN. The linear rate of change in PAN and PPN NEMRs is specified within each panel, in units
of ppbv/ppbv CO hr-1. 1σ standard deviation error bars are included for both calculated NEMRs
and estimate physical age. PPN NEMR errors are too small to be distinguished on many of the
sub-plots.

5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.3.1 Observed PAN and PPN evolution

Figure 5.1 presents the evolution of observed PAN and PPN NEMRs with estimated physical age in

8 pseudo-Lagrangian sampled plumes. PAN is not directly emitted by wildfires so the presence of pos-

itive NEMRs in the earliest transect through each plume is evidence of rapid PAN and PPN production
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within minutes of emission. Corrected for dilution using CO, both PAN and PPN abundances increase

over the first several hours. The PAN rate of increase ranges from 0.0006 ppbv/ppbv CO hr-1 to 0.002

ppbv/ppbv CO hr-1 and PPN increases at a rate of 4×10-5 to 2×10-4 ppbv/ppbv CO hr-1. The PAN and

PPN NEMR increases during the Taylor Creek Fire smoke plume are both about twice as fast as in any

other plume.

Akagi et al. (2012a) observed a factor of 10 increase in∆PAN/∆CO2 ratios over 4 hours in a chaparral

fire in southern California, or a factor of 2.5 per hour. For comparison WE-CAN plumes increase by a

factor of 0.5 - 2.3 per hour, i.e. there is a slower rate of increase in all WE-CAN plumes except for Taylor

Creek. However, Akagi et al. (2012a) intercepted the chaparral fire plume closer to the source than most

of the WE-CAN sampling, and therefore likely captured much of the rapid initial production of PAN.

Alvarado et al. (2010) observed enhancements of PAN increasing from 0.04% - 0.08% to 0.23% - 0.36%

over about 4 hours in a Canadian boreal wildfire plume. This corresponds to factors of 0.7 - 2.25 per

hour increases in PAN. Liu et al. (2016) observed increases of the ratio of PAN to NOy in southeastern

US agricultural fires, of similar rates to that observed by Alvarado et al. (2010). Further afield in the

Yucatan, Yokelson et al. (2009) documented PAN NEMRs increasing from 0.0025 to 0.006 over 1 hour

in a tropical forest fire plume, corresponding to a factor of 2.4 increase in an hour. In summary, PAN

NEMRs with the WE-CAN smoke plumes evolved in a manner consistent with previous observations.

The flattening of the PAN and PPN NEMRs at ∼1.5 hours of aging in the Taylor Creek Fire plume

(RF03; 30 June 2018) suggests that PAN production may slow after the first few hours of plume trans-

port. Not all individual plumes were sampled long/far enough to test if PAN production slows simi-

larly in every plume, though a composite analysis by Juncosa Calahorrano et al. (submitted) suggests

that the PAN fraction of total measured oxidized reactive nitrogen stabilizes after ∼3 hours of physi-

cal plume transport. If the smoke is transported isothermally and the NOx ratio stays consistent, PAN

and PPN may reach an equilibrium. Of course the absolute abundances of APNs may continue to fall

due to dilution with additional transport. If the plume then ascends/descends and the environmen-

tal temperature changes, or if the NO/NO2 ratio changes due to permanent sinks of NOx, mixing with

background air, or additions of fresh NOx from outside sources, then this equilibrium would shift, tak-

ing up more NO2 into APNs (at colder temperatures or lower NO/NO2 ratios) or releasing NOx into the

air mass (at higher temperatures and higher NO/NO2 ratios). Satellite observations of PAN in smoke

plumes or in situ field projects that are able to sample the same plume for several days of aging may
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offer additional insights into the equilibrium behavior of APNs in smoke that are difficult to infer from

the WE-CAN dataset.

FIG. 5.2. Evolution of acetaldehyde with estimated physical age for pseudo-lagrangian sampled
plumes in WE-CAN. Vertical NEMR 1σ standard deviation error bars are included and horizontal
error bars denote the 1σ standard deviation in estimated physical age.

5.3.2 Constraints on PAN and PPN model inputs

We move now to examining three case studies of PAN and PPN production using the integrated

mass balance production model described in Section 5.2.1. The three plume case studies are the Tay-

lor Creek Fire, the Bear Trap Fire 1st pass sampling pattern, and the Silver Creek Fire plumes. These case

studies were chosen as the most well constrained examples of PAN and PPN evolution in the WE-CAN

dataset that also contain all the measurements necessary as inputs for the model (e.g., South Sugarloaf

Fire plume sampling does not include PTR-ToF-MS measurements). There are four sets of variable in-

puts to the model: the OH concentration, the value ofβ , the oVOCs mixing ratios, and the reaction rate

coefficients/photolysis rate coefficients. Several of these input have constraints, and we walk through

these next.
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FIG. 5.3. Evolution of biacetyl (2,3-butanedione), methylglyoxal, and propanal with estimated
physical age for pseudo-Lagrangian sampled plumes in WE-CAN. NEMR 1σ standard deviation
error bars are not shown to enable easier interpretation. Errors are large for each of these mea-
surements, on the order of 100% of the calculated NEMRs for most transects. Horizontal error bars
denote the 1σ standard deviation in estimated physical age.

We choose to include the subset of quantified oVOCs in the model that can serve as immediate PA

and PP radical precursors on the timescale of the WE-CAN observations. For PAN, acetaldehyde is com-

monly an important precursor, and biacetyl and methylglyoxal have been shown to be important pre-

cursors in southeastern U.S. agricultural and prescribed burns (Liu et al. 2016; Müller et al. 2016). Many

other species such as acetone, hydroxyacetone, methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), MVK, and methacrolein

are potential PA radical sources but the combination of their relatively slower oxidation/photolysis

rates and their observed abundances in smoke make them less important in fresh smoke plumes. For

PPN the assumed dominant immediate precursor is propanal. All of the aforementioned species were

detected by the PTR-ToF-MS instrument during WE-CAN, though all but acetaldehyde are quantified

together with isomers of their molecular formula. We base our apportionment on Koss et al. (2018)
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and update it based on an evaluation of the TOGA measurements. For example, Koss et al. (2018) sug-

gest a fraction of one for acetone and 0 for propanal in the acetone+propanal m/z peak of 59.0491.

However TOGA’s speciated measurements of propanal as a percentage of propanal + acetone show a

range of fractions between 5 - 20% in smoke (CO > 500 ppbv; Figure A17). Thus we use propanal frac-

tions of 0.15 and 0.1. Methylglyoxal and biacetyl are not quantified by TOGA, so we rely on the Koss

et al. (2018) estimated fractions of 0.5 and 0.87 times their respective m/z peak mixing ratios. These

fractions could change over time given different production and loss rates of the different contribut-

ing species to each m/z peak. However, we do not have further constraints and thus use a constant

fraction for each species. Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of acetaldehyde in the six pseudo-Lagrangian

plumes presented above with valid PTR measurements, and Figure 5.3 shows the evolution of biacetyl,

methylglyoxal, and propanal on a smaller y axis range. All six plumes are shown rather than just the

three we will focus on as case studies to show the consistency in behavior across pseudo-Lagrangian

sampled plumes in WE-CAN. Acetaldehyde NEMRs are much larger than those of the other PAN or PPN

precursors, and tend to be relatively constant with estimated physical age. Likewise propanal tends to

be nearly constant, while methylglyoxal and biacetyl (2,3 butanedione) both decrease with physical

age. It is worth noting that the freshest NEMRs for acetaldehyde, biacetyl, and propanal in the Taylor

Creek Fire are smaller than the freshest NEMRs in the other plumes. We know the Taylor Creek plume

was particularly reactive and had a higher MCE than most smoke plumes sampled (Peng et al. 2020),

indicating a larger contribution from flaming combustion processes. This could mean either the emis-

sions of these species were lower in the Taylor Creek Fire, or that more rapid chemical losses between

the time of emission and first sampling are reflected in the lower NEMRs. For the purposes of our

PAN and PPN production models however, we use smoothed estimates of the evolution of each oVOC

with time as inputs to the production terms. Observed changes in oVOCs abundances (i.e. timescale

of minutes to hours) are slow enough not to affect the steady-state assumption in the PAN and PPN

production models.

TABLE 5.1. Rate coefficients used in this analysis.

k (T) or k (T,[M])a k (298 K) Reference

VOC + OH reactions

acetaldehyde 4.4×10-12exp(365/T) 1.5×10-11 Atkinson et al. (2006)

a Where k (M= k0[M]

1+
k0[M]
kinf

×Fc and log(Fc )=
log(Fc e n t )

1+(
log(k0[M]kinf)

N )2
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TABLE 5.1. Rate coefficients used in this analysis.

k (T) or k (T,[M])a k (298 K) Reference

methylglyoxal 1.83×10-12exp(560/T) 1.2×10-11 Baeza-Romero et al. (2007)

ethylglyoxal 1.4×10-11 Jenkin et al. (1997)

propanal 5.1×10-12exp(405/T) 2.0×10-11 Atkinson et al. (2006)

butenes 6.6×10-12exp(465/T) 3.1×10-11 Jenkin et al. (1997)

methylfurans 7.3×10-11 Aschmann et al. (2011)

toluene 1.8×10-12exp(340/T) 5.6×10-12 Jenkin et al. (2003)

Acyl Peroxy Radical reactions

RC(O)O2 +NO2→ APN

k0 = 2.7×10-28(T/300)-7.1

kinf = 1.2×10-11(T/300)-0.9

Fcent = 0.3

N = 1

1.0×10-11 Atkinson et al. (1997, 2004)

PAN→ RC(O)O2 +NO2

k0 = 4.9×10-3exp(-12100/T)

kinf = 4.0×1016exp(-13600/T)

Fcent = 0.3

N = 1.41

4.6×10-4 Atkinson et al. (1997, 2004)

PPN→ C2H5C(O)O2 +NO2

k0 = 1.7×10-3exp(-112800/T)

kinf = 4.0×1016exp(-13940/T)

Fcent = 0.36

N = 1.41

4.6×10-4 Kirchner et al. (1999)

RC(O)O2 +NO→ products 8.1×10-12exp(270/T) 2×10-11 Atkinson et al. (1997, 2004)

RC(O)O2 +HO2→ products 4.3×10-13exp(1040/T) 1.4×10-11 Jenkin et al. (1997)

RC(O)O2 + RO2→ products 2.0×10-12exp(500/T) 1.1×10-11 Tyndall et al. (2001)

a Where k (M= k0[M]

1+
k0[M]
kinf

×Fc and log(Fc )=
log(Fc e n t )

1+(
log(k0[M]kinf)

N )2
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TABLE 5.1. Rate coefficients used in this analysis.

k (T) or k (T,[M])a k (298 K) Reference

APN + OH reactions

PAN 3×10-14 Talukdar et al. (1995)

PPN 3×10-13 LaFranchi et al. (2009)

NOx and HOx reactions

NO +HO2 3.5×10-12exp(250/T) 8.1×10-12 NASA (2015)

NO + RO2 2.54×10-12exp(360/T) 8.5×10-12 Jenkin et al. (1997)

HO2 + RO2 2.9×10-13exp(1300/T) 2.3×10-11 Jenkin et al. (1997)

RO2 + RO2 2.4×10-12 Jenkin et al. (1997)

a Where k (M= k0[M]

1+
k0[M]
kinf

×Fc and log(Fc )=
log(Fc e n t )

1+(
log(k0[M]kinf)

N )2
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FIG. 5.4. Timeseries of observed photolysis dissociation rates, j, for biacetyl in blue and methyl-
glyoxal in orange for the three case study plumes. Purple and red points are the 10th percentile
values for j-biacetyl and j-methylglyoxal respectively in each plume transect (grey shading).
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FIG. 5.5. Observed and estimated evolution of biacetyl NEMRs with physical age for the three case
study plumes. Estimated loss following observed photolysis rates is in blue, and estimated loss
using constant values of 1×10-4, 5×10-5, and 5×10-5 s-1 respectively for the Taylor Creek, Bear Trap,
and Silver Creek plumes are in red. Production of biacetyl is assumed negligible.

We use the set of rate coefficient equations compiled in LaFranchi et al. (2009) for the set of reac-

tions in the introduction 5.1 - 5.6),shown in Table 5.1, and use mean ambient temperature from each

transect to produce time-resolved estimates of the rate coefficients. Actinic flux was measured onboard

the C-130, and j-values for the photolysis of biacetyl and methylglyoxal are calculated using literature

recommended cross sections and quantum yields. In Figure 5.4 we show timeseries of the biacetyl and

methylglyoxal j-values for each of the plume sampling time periods. Grey shading indicates plume

transects and we clearly observe depressed j-values in the middle (and more dense) parts of each tran-

sect due to enhanced scattering and absorption in the dense plume cores. To arrive at a timeseries of

j-values to use in the model, we calculate the 10th percentile j-value of each plume transect and inter-

polate between them across the estimated physical plume age. Figure 5.5 shows the predicted evolu-

tion of biacetyl assuming only loss by photolysis, with the interpolated observed j-values included in

the blue loss term. Even with this conservative observation-based estimate of the photolysis rate, the

model overestimates the observed loss rate of biacetyl. No production of biacetyl is included here. The

main formation pathway of biacetyl is the oxidation of o-xylene with a branching ratio of∼0.35 (Jenkin

et al. 2003). However, the low abundance of o-xylene and the low relative probability of this formation

pathway mean significant biacetyl production with the first few hours of smoke plume aging is un-

likely. The red line in Figure 5.5 is based on setting a constant j-value of 1×10-4, 5×10-5, and 5×10-5 s-1

respectively for the Taylor Creek, Bear Trap, and Silver Creek plumes. These “set j-values” are a factor

of 2-4 lower than the observed j-values (used in blue line in Figure 5.5) for biacetyl, but fit the loss rate
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of biacetyl (black dots in Figure 5.5) in each plume. We explore the difference the observed versus loss

constrained j-values make on the estimated PAN production below.

FIG. 5.6. Estimates of β under different NOx and HO2 and RO2 conditions. For plotting simplicity
we assume HO2 and RO2 both equal the given x-axis value. NO2 mixing ratios are set and denoted
by line type, whereas NO mixing ratios are calculated based on the NO/NO2 ratio and denoted by
different colors.

β describes the relative probability of the formation of PAN (PPN) by the PA (PP) + NO2 reaction,

versus the probability of permanent loss of PA (PP) radical to reaction with NO, HO2, or RO2. Therefore

β depends on the concentrations of NO2, NO, HO2 and RO2. We only have measurements of NO2

and NO in all plumes. Cook et al. (2007) reported HO2 and RO2 mixing ratios of 10 - 45 pptv in aged

smoke plumes over the Atlantic, and Liu et al. (2016) modeled HO2 and RO2 concentrations of ∼108 -

109 molecules cm-3 (or ∼2 - 25 pptv at T = 273, P = 700 hPa) in southeastern U.S. agricultural smoke

plumes. In Figure 5.6 we explore the range of potential β values under different NOx and HO2 and RO2

concentrations. Across all fresh WE-CAN plumes, we observed a range of NO/NO2 ratios from ∼0.15 -
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0.3, and NO2 mixing ratios from∼1 ppbv to tens of ppbv. We explore NO/NO2 ratios of 0.15, 0.2, and 0.3

in three colors for NO2 abundances of 1, 5, and 20 ppbv in the solid and dashed lines, over a range of

HO2 and RO2 mixing ratios from 0 to 1 ppbv each. Without any HO2 or RO2, β varies from ∼0.65 - 0.8,

and even under very large HO2 and RO2 mixing ratios and relatively small NOx β only varies between

0.5 - 0.8. Therefore, we set 0.8 as an upper bound for β , and entertain a range from 0.6 - 0.8, with 0.7

as the default value. Since the NOx ratio remains relatively constant on the timescales sampled here, β

does not evolve with time.
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FIG. 5.7. a, b, c) Prescribed OH concentration timeseries for the three case study plumes. d, e,
f) Observed and estimated evolution of butenes NEMRs (all isomers measured together) with es-
timated physical age for the three case study plumes. g, h, i) Observed and estimated evolution
of methylfurans NEMRs with estimated physical age for the three case study plumes. 2- and 3-
methylfuran are included, rate coefficient used is for 2-methylfuran: 7.31×10-11 cm3 molec.-1 s-1.
j, k, l) Observed and estimated evolution of toluene NEMRs with estimated physical age for the
three case study plumes. Error bars in all panels are the 1σ standard deviations of the calculated
NEMRs and estimate physical age.
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Lastly, we need to prescribe OH concentration timeseries. Liu et al. (2016) report average OH con-

centrations of 5×105 - 2×107 molecules cm-3 within the agricultural plumes they modeled. We used this

range of values as a starting point and iterated with different prescribed OH concentration timeseries to

find a timeseries for each plume that predicted the decay in three fast-reacting primary emitted VOCs:

butenes (all isomers measured together), 2- and 3-methylfuran (also measured together), and toluene.

We tested 1) setting a constant OH with time, 2) starting at high OH and following an exponential decay

with an e-folding time of 45 minutes, and 3) setting a manual timeseries consisting of a linear decrease

in OH concentrations down to a set lower value. Figure 5.7 presents visual depictions of each of these

three options and the associated calculated decay for each VOC species. A manually-set OH concentra-

tion that linearly decreases from 8×106 to 3×106 molecules cm-3 and settles at 5×105 molecules cm-3

fits the observed VOC decay best for the Taylor Creek Fire (Figure 5.7, left column). A constant OH

concentration of 2×106 molecules cm-3 for both Bear Trap and Silver Creek Fire plumes best matches

these observations (Figure 5.7 middle and right columns). These OH concentrations fall within the

range estimated by Liu et al. (2016) and are consistent with those estimated by (Hobbs et al. 2003) and

(Yokelson et al. 2009). We do not exactly reproduce the observed loss of each of the three VOCs in the

three plumes, and this could be due to several factors including imperfect lagrangian sampling, under-

constrained OH reaction rate coefficients for 2- and 3- methylfuran (Aschmann et al. 2011), and loss

by reaction with other oxidants such as O3 and NO3. Methylfurans may also have sources in smoke

from isoprene or other conjugated dienes (Brégonzio-Rozier et al. 2015; Tapia et al. 2011). Butenes and

toluene however, are not secondarily produced in smoke.
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FIG. 5.8. Summary of the PAN and PPN production models compared to observations. Observed
(black) NEMRs for PAN (panels a, b, c) and PPN (panels g, h, i) versus estimated physical age for
the three case study plumes: Taylor Creek in the left column, Bear Trap 1st set of transects in the
middle column, and Silver Creek in the right column. Blue, red, and orange lines represent the
modeled PAN and PPN NEMRs for different sets of inputs; blue lines represent the full set of ob-
servations and best constraints. Panels d, e, and f show timeseries of the dilution-corrected pro-
duction of the PA radical, split up by precursor. The biacetyl contribution is further split into lighter
and darker shaded portions. The light portion indicates the contribution to the best constrained
model (blue line) from observed j-biacetyl, whereas the dark portion shows the contribution from
a set value of j-biacetyl (see Figure 5.5). Panels j, k, and l display the total production of the PP
radical, with the contribution from propanal in purple (corresponding to the blue line model in
panels g, h, and i), and a hypothesized contribution from ethylglyoxal photolysis in dark grey and
ethylglyoxal OH oxidation in light grey (corresponding to the red line model in panels g, h, and i).

5.3.3 PAN and PPN production model results

In Figure 5.8 we compare the observed evolution of PAN and PPN with the modeled production

of PAN and PPN according to the integrated steady-state mass balance equation described above. For

each plume, we show several different sets of inputs. In the blue line models for PAN (Figure 5.8a, b, and

c), we use the full set of observations and best estimates for β and OH. This includes production from

the OH oxidation of acetaldehyde and methylglyoxal, and the photolysis of biacetyl and methylglyoxal

according to the observed j-values. The orange line model restricts production to that of acetaldehyde

only, and the red line model includes production from all precursors, but j-biacetyl is set to a constant

value for each plume to match observed biacetyl loss (Figure 5.5) .

The full model with observed j-values (blue line in Figure ??) overestimates PAN production in all

three plumes, though it is within the observed error for the Taylor Creek plume. The orange line model

suggests that acetaldehyde oxidation can account for the majority of the PAN production, and that the

photolysis of biacetyl is an important secondary contributor in these plumes. This is consistent with

the findings from Liu et al. (2016) and Müller et al. (2016) based on smaller plumes sampled over the

southeastern US. The timeseries of the production of PA radicals in Figure ??d-f confirm the likely im-

portance of acetaldehyde and biacetyl. Methylglyoxal oxidation and photolysis is a minor contributor

except in the beginning of the Silver Creek plume where observed j-methylglyoxal is enhanced in the

second plume transect (Figure 5.4c), along with j-biacetyl (Figure 5.4c) and j-NO2 (not shown). Setting

the j-biacetyl to lower constant values (red line) improves the predicted PAN, but still overestimates

the Bear Trap and Silver Creek plumes. The j-biacetyl calculation from observed actinic flux is un-

derconstrained. Measured absorption cross sections across the relevant wavelength spectrum (∼300 -
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450) agree well (Horowitz et al. 2001), but wavelength resolved quantum yields of CH3CO from biacetyl

have not been measured. Instead, an average quantum yield of 0.16 across the wavelength region has

been inferred from observations of biacetyl loss (Plum et al. 1983) and effective j-biacetyl has been

estimated as 0.035 ∗ j-NO2 from outdoor chamber observations (Klotz et al. 2001). Rajakumar et al.

(2008) measured a high pressure limit CH3CO quantum yield of 1 at 248 nm, but this measurement is

not extensible to the lower and mid-troposphere. Additionally, the PTR measurement of biacetyl has

a large uncertainty, both in the calibration conversion for number of counts per sec (ncps) to mixing

ratio and in the fraction of the mass that is attributed to biacetyl. While the lab measurements by Koss

et al. (2018) suggest that a large fraction, ∼0.9, of the C4H6O2 peak should be attributed to biacetyl at

the emission source, we do not have good constraints on if or how this fraction evolves with plume

aging. If that fraction decreased due to biacetyl loss and/or increasing C4H6O2 fragments from larger

VOCs, then the total production of PAN from biacetyl would likewise decrease. Under these conditions

the uncertainty or error in the j-biacetyl values would not need to be as large. Given these possibilities,

we conclude that biacetyl is likely an important PAN precursor in western wildfire smoke plumes, but

more work needs to be done to constrain the wavelength-resolved biacetyl CH3CO quantum yield and

to quantify the abundance and evolution of biacetyl in smoke plumes.

The main differences in the observed rates of PAN production in these three plumes can be ex-

plained by the differences in the OH concentrations and the possible contribution from biacetyl. The

Taylor Creek plume model includes higher OH concentrations for the first 2 hours of aging compared

to Bear Trap and Silver Creek (Figure 5.7a, b, c), and thus has a higher production rate of PAN. The

relative NEMRs of acetaldehyde are similar for all three plumes, so OH concentration plays the largest

role in the differing contribution of acetaldehyde to PA radical production (Figure 5.8d, e, and f). Initial

biacetyl NEMRs are smallest in the Taylor Creek plume and decay to lower values over the estimated

aging time. This means that uncertainty in the j-biacetyl values affects the Taylor Creek plume calcu-

lations least.

Figure ??g-i present the observed and modeled PPN NEMRs. PPN is underpredicted with the best-

constrained values of OH and β (blue line for PPN simulation), with production from propanal alone.

One possible reason for this could be the misestimation of the propanal PTR fraction. Following the

propanal fraction estimates from TOGA for the Taylor Creek and Bear Trap plumes (Figure A17) we as-

sign different fractions to each plume here. Propanal is equal to∼0.15 times the PTR propanal+acetone

measurement in Taylor Creek, but equal to ∼0.1 times the PTR measurement for Bear Trap and Silver
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Creek. Increasing this fraction to∼0.45 would bring the blue line model up closer to the observed PPN

evolution in all three plumes, but this would be a factor of two higher than any fraction observed in

smoke with the TOGA measurements. Another factor in the underestimate of PPN by the blue line

model could be too large a loss rate for PPN. PPN does have a faster reaction rate with OH compared

to PAN (kOH ∼3×10-13 cm3 molec.-1 s-1 versus kOH ∼3×10-14 cm3 molec.-1 s-1), but this loss pathway is

negligible for both species compared to the reaction of PA and PP radicals with NO, HO2, or RO2 and

therefore should not affect the underprediction of PPN by the blue line model. There is no evidence

for different reaction rates of PP versus PA with NO and other peroxy radicals; LaFranchi et al. (2009)

applied the same β for their calculations of both PAN and PPN, and we follow the same convention

here. LaFranchi et al. (2009) suggest that the rate coefficient of PA+RO2 reaction could be underesti-

mated by up to a factor of 3, but incorporating a larger PA+RO2 reaction rate here would push β lower

and drive further underpredictions of the PPN NEMRs. Additionally, at the NOx abundances in these

fresh plumes, even a factor of 3 increase in the PA+RO2 rate would only change β by ∼0.05.

The underprediction of PPN by a model that includes propanal as the only PP radical source sug-

gests other sources of the PP radical. Propanal (CH3CH2CHO) is considered the dominant source in

most environments (Roberts et al. 2001), but ethylglyoxal (CH3CH2COCHO) is another potential PP

radical precursor. Ethylglyoxal both photolyzes and reacts with OH to produce PP radicals with a yield

of 1, with j-values similar to methylglyoxal photolysis and OH reaction rates similar to propanal (MCM

v3.3.1). Along with other dicarbonyls such as glyoxal and biacetyl, ethylglyoxal has been measured

in cigarette smoke (Moree-Testa and Saint-Jalm 1981), Brazilian charcoal burning plants (Anunciação

et al. 2012), and pine and oak residential fire place burning (Schauer et al. 2001), so it is likely that it

is emitted by wildfires as well. It can also be formed as a product of OH oxidation of ethylbenzene

(Obermeyer et al. 2009), though the production rate of ethylglyoxal is likely too slow and the abun-

dances of ethylbenzene observed during WE-CAN are too small to be a significant source of ethylgly-

oxal. In existing measurements of ethylglyoxal in ambient smoke (using derivatized filter sampling in a

Mediterranean shrubland) ethylglyoxal is present in similar abundances to propanal (Garcia-Hurtado

et al. 2014). However, ethylglyoxal is not identified by Hatch et al. (2015), Gilman et al. (2015) or Koss

et al. (2018) all of whom identified hundreds of VOCs in smoke including several isomers of ethylgly-

oxal. These studies all used high time-resolution GC-MS and/or PTR-ToF-MS measurements tech-

niques though, and it is possible that ethylglyoxal is difficult to detect and quantify using these meth-

ods. Fragmentation in PTR drift tubes similar to known issues for glyoxal (Stönner et al. 2017) and
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non-elution/inefficient separation or low recovery from GC columns (Aschmann et al. 2014; Salvador

et al. 2016) could complicate or prevent detection of ethylglyoxal in these common high time resolution

VOC measurement techniques for smoke.

MEK can also form the PP radical, but this is a minor OH oxidation pathway (∼8% ) with a relatively

slow rate (MEK lifetime ∼weeks). Photolysis and OH oxidation of 3-pentanone/diethyl ketone are ad-

ditional PP radical formation pathways, and 2-methyl-3-pentanone and other C6 diones are yet more

potential PP radical sources, but the abundances of these precursors combined with their oxidation

or photolysis rates make them unlikely candidates to explain the large additional source of PP radicals

needed in fresh smoke plumes. Likewise, cis-3-hexan-1-ol has been shown to be a PP radical precursor

(Grosjean et al. 1993), but abundances of the C6H12O peak in the PTR are too small for this molecule

to be an important precursor even if measurements at that peak solely consisted of cis-3-hexan-1-ol.

Thus, we hypothesize the presence of ethylglyoxal in WE-CAN sampled plumes in quantities large

enough to be a significant immediate PPN precursor in fresh smoke. To explore this hypothesis, we

add an ethylglyoxal production term to the PPN production model with the abundances as propanal

based on Garcia-Hurtado et al. (2014). We use the observed j-methylglyoxal as the j-ethylglyoxal, with

a yield of 1 PP radical, and use a constant OH rate coefficient of 1.39×10-11 cm3 molec.-1 s-1 (MCM

v3.3.1). The red line in Figure ??g-i shows the result of this calculation. The model can simulate the

observed magnitude of the final PPN NEMR in the Taylor Creek plume, though the evolution is not

well-simulated. However, for the other two plumes the inclusion of ethylglyoxal overpredicts PPN pro-

duction. Figure ??j-l breaks down the potential ethylglyoxal PP radical source from photolysis (dark

grey) and OH oxidation (light grey). The photolysis source dominates in the Bear Trap and Silver Creek

plumes.

There is enormous uncertainty in the theoretical exercise in adding ethylglyoxal. The abundances

of ethylglyoxal could be wrong, the assumption that j-ethylglyoxal is equivalent to j-methylglyoxal

could be incorrect, and the OH oxidation rate coefficient does not include a temperature dependence.

Though the literature basis is thin, the likelihood of direct emissions from biomass burning, potential

abundances similar to propanal, and PP production rate coefficients fast enough to be important in

fresh smoke all point towards to ethylglyoxal as a potentially important PPN precursor in fresh wildfire

smoke worth future investigation.
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5.3.4 Uncertainties and Discussion

Uncertainties abound in this analysis. Uncertainty in the estimated physical age, and in the valid-

ity of the pseudo-Lagrangian pattern assumptions could mean we are misestimating the magnitude

or rate of PAN and PPN production in the observations. We note that the plumes in this analysis were

all large, high, and fresh smoke plumes from fires burning in midafternoon. APN evolution may be

different in nighttime plumes, in older plumes, or in plumes injected at or near ground-level. WE-CAN

was not able to sample the evolution of these smoke plume types, and future analyses should aim to

explore APN evolution in those contexts as well. Individual uncertainties in the PAN and PPN produc-

tion model inputs offer enough wiggle room that it is tempting to try to tailor the model outputs to

exactly fit the PAN and PPN evolution. However, several of the inputs are reasonably well constrained.

Even though we do not have measurements of HO2 and RO2, we can constrain β to a fairly small range

given those we do have of NO and NO2. Our OH concentration timeseries are generally consistent with

the smoke literature, and are constrained by independent VOC measurements with varying lifetimes

against OH oxidation. Most of the rate coefficients used above have also been well-studied in the lab.

The two parameters that contribute the most uncertainty to the model are the oVOC precursor

abundances and the j-values. Additional laboratory measurements of the biacetyl quantum yield across

a full range of temperatures and wavelengths may be needed to more precisely and accurately estimate

the photolysis of biacetyl in smoke. If the attribution of specific PTR m/z peaks to different isomers is

more complicated than the treatment presented here, then the enhancements of several PAN and PPN

precursors could be quite a bit different than currently estimated. The possibility of an unquantified

compound such as ethylglyoxal being present in smoke may be one example of how attribution could

be more complicated. Ethylglyoxal and biacetyl are isomers, and our assumption of 87% attribution

of the PTR C4H6O2 (m = 86 g mol -1) peak to biacetyl is close to an upper bound for the abundance of

biacetyl. If some portion of the mixing ratio quantified at that peak were instead ethylglyoxal, then that

could have the effect of reducing the overestimation of PAN by the model at the same time as reducing

the underestimation of PPN. Measurements of ethylglyoxal via commonly used techniques are likely

difficult, but a proton-transfer ion-trap mass spectrometry instrument did detect a significant fraction

(>50% ) of unidentified contribution to the C4H6O2 peak in a series of lab burns (Yokelson et al. 2013b).

Of course the sensitivity of the PTR to distinct compounds at the same m/z such as ethylglyoxal and

biacetyl may differ, with important ramifications for the conversion from number of counts per second

to mixing ratio. These sensitivity differences already contribute to large individual uncertainties (> 40%
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) in many of the PTR m/z measurements though. Future fast measurements tuned and calibrated to

this specific set of APN precursor species may be needed to further our understanding of the PAN and

PPN formation mechanisms in smoke. Lastly, it is possible that this simplified model framework may

be missing other important APN precursors. Along these lines, detailed full atmospheric chemistry

simulations of individual smoke plumes, though outside the scope of this analysis, could yield further

insights into the production of PAN and PPN in fresh wildfire smoke plumes as well.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an analysis of the evolution of PAN and PPN in 8 pseudo-Lagrangian sampled

smoke plumes in the western US, as well an observationally constrained steady-state production model

of PAN and PPN in fresh western wildfire smoke plumes. We have three main findings.

(1) Corrected for dilution, both PAN and PPN abundances increase in all plumes over the first sev-

eral hours of observed aging. The rate of increase for PAN NEMRs is between 0.0006 and 0.002

ppbv/ppbv CO hr-1 and in the same range as observations of PAN production in smoke across

a range of ecosystems, from southern California to boreal Canada to the tropical Yucatan.

(2) Acetaldehyde is the dominant immediate PAN precursor in large western wildfire smoke plumes,

with biacetyl also serving as an important precursor. To our knowledge this is the first time

these conclusions have been drawn for smoke from an observational framework and it sug-

gests that biacetyl should be included in models of smoke plume evolution. The relative im-

portance of biacetyl is determined by both its abundance and evolution as well as its photol-

ysis rate. Further work is needed to more accurately and precisely measure the in situ mixing

ratios of biacetyl in smoke. More confidence in the wavelength-resolved quantum yield of bi-

acetyl would also reduce the uncertainty in the contribution from biacetyl to PAN production.

(3) Propanal is an important immediate PPN precursor in fresh wildfire smoke. We also hypoth-

esize that at least one other PPN precursor is needed to explain PPN production, and suggest

that this precursor may be ethylglyoxal. Very few in situ measurements of ethylglyoxal exist,

possibly due to measurement technique constraints, but future lab and field studies might

assess whether ethylgloxal can be quantified with high temporal resolution in wildfire smoke

and whether its hypothesized contribution to PPN production is reasonable.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

The WE-CAN field intensive sampled fresh smoke from 23 identified large wildfires in the west-

ern U.S. during August and September 2018. Pseudo-Lagrangian sampling was done for about half of

these fires. Additionally, mixed and older smoke from indeterminate sources was sampled in the free

troposphere as well as in the California Central Valley where it mixed with anthropogenic emissions.

Using a large cross section of the suite of chemical and physical measurements made onboard

the NSF/NCAR C-130 aircraft, here I have presented three analyses investigating the emissions and

evolution of reactive N in wildfire smoke plumes, separated into chapters based on three manuscripts.

Chapter 2 describes the common measurements and methods used across multiple analyses. In Chap-

ter 3, I use all available in situ measurements of N compounds in the freshest smoke sampled near

each fire to investigate the emissions of reactive N by western U.S. wildfires and compare estimated

emission factors to literature compilations and previous lab and field measurements. In Chapter 4, I

employ measurements taken during pseudo-Lagrangian sampling patterns on a subset of fires to ex-

plore the loss timescales of NH3 and the factors influencing its partitioning to the particle-phase in

smoke. And lastly, in Chapter 5 I use measurements from this same set of pseudo-Lagrangian sampled

plumes to empirically determine the dominant precursors of PAN and PPN in fresh western wildfire

smoke plumes. The key findings of each Chapter are as follows:

6.1.1 Chapter 3 key findings

I found that reduced N species contributed a large proportion (39 = 80%, median = 66%) of total

reactive N (Nr) emissions in the plumes sampled.This was not necessarily expected since the fires sam-

pled were a subset of the largest wildfires in the western U.S. during summer 2018 and were sampled

during the midafternoon, typically the most active period of the day. Large, intensively burning fires

are expected to include the most flaming combustion conditions, which would lead to higher (and as-

sumed dominant) emission of oxidized N. NH3 and NOx are two of the most abundant Nr species in

wildfire smoke, though I observe significant abundances of pNH4, pNO3, PAN, and organic nitrates

even in these youngest plume samples. The presence of PAN in particular is evidence for rapid chem-

istry that changes the form and distribution of Nr within minutes in these plumes. Due to this rapid

chemistry, I compare total measured oxidized N (ΣNOy) and total measured ammonia (ΣNHx) with
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common metrics of fire characteristics, such as MCE, rather than NOx and NH3 by themselves. The

ratio of ΣNHx/ΣNOy generally decreases with increasing MCE, qualitatively consistent with previous

research, and a similar relationship between ΣNHx/ΣNOy and the HNCO fraction further suggest that

combustion processes and conditions drive some of the variability in the distribution of Nr between re-

duced and oxidized forms. Through the negative correlation between ΣNHx/ΣNOy and the total mea-

sured ΣNr, I propose that fuel N content/volatilization differences between fires may also contribute

to the observed variability inΣNHx/ΣNOy, though this interpretation is complicated somewhat by un-

quantifiable influence from denitrification reactions (Nr → N2) that are likely more prevalent under

more flaming combustion conditions.

In comparing our emission factor estimates with previous literature and lab and field measure-

ments I find that for similar fuel types ΣNHx EFs are of the same magnitude or larger than lab-based

NH3 EFs, whereas ΣNOy EFs are on average smaller than lab-based NOx EFs. Lower MCEs observed

for WE-CAN fires compared to lab burns may explain some of these differences. Missing or uncertain

observations of the full suite of oxidized N species may also bias the WE-CAN ΣNOy EFs lower. In gen-

eral, our data offer a significant expansion in the number of wildfires sampled for most of these fuel

types.

6.1.2 Chapter 4 key findings

I characterized the evolution of gas-phase NH3 and investigated some of the complexity in the par-

titioning of NH3 to pNH4. NH3 mixing ratios decrease in fresh smoke plumes in most of the sampled

plumes, faster than can be explained by dilution alone, and concurrent increases in observed sub-

micron pNH4 from the AMS are able to account for this loss in many plumes. While the limited exist-

ing literature on NH3 evolution in smoke tends to estimate a lifetime or effective lifetime for NH3 loss, I

recognize the complexity in this term: NH3 is likely lost from the gas phase through an equilibrium pro-

cess dependant on T and RH that happens concurrent with ongoing dilution and changing inorganic

and organic acids abundances. Thus I describe an e-folding loss timescale to quasi-equilibrium for

NH3 gas-particle partitioning that is on the order of tens of minutes to several hours in the fresh smoke

plumes sampled. I find empirical evidence for the association of NH3 and HNO3 to form NH4NO3

through the positive relationship between the pNH4 fraction of ΣNHx and the ΣNOz fraction of ΣNOy

and examine the thermodynamic context for the formation of NH4NO3 by calculating the Kp ratio. Un-

der the assumption that this equilibrium is independent from aerosol mixing state, phase separation,

or pH, I find that many of our in situ measurements are far from equilibrium, both super- and sub-
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saturated with respect to NH4NO3. Fresh, dense plumes injected at higher altitudes (and lower tem-

peratures) are more likely to favor NH4NO3 formation. The abundant organic acid ions measured by

the PILS also suggest the presence of NH4-organic salts in the plumes sampled. Lastly, in smoke with

chemical ages older than ∼1 day, I find evidence for the presence of NH4NO3 via the negative relation-

ship between the environmental temperature and both pNH4 and pNO3 fractions. This again suggests

that smoke injected higher in the free troposphere favors the formation of NH4NO3, consistent with

the findings of Paulot et al. (2017).

6.1.3 Chapter 5 key findings

I observe dilution corrected increases in PAN and PPN in all pseudo-Lagrangian plumes sampled.

The rate of increase is in the same range as observations of PAN production in smoke across a range of

ecosystems, from southern California to boreal Canada to the tropical Yucatan. In three case studies,

a simple observationally-constrained PAN and PPN production model suggests that acetaldehyde is

the dominant immediate PAN precursor in large western wildfire smoke plumes, with biacetyl also

serving as an important precursor. To my knowledge this is the first time these conclusions have been

drawn for smoke from an observational framework and it suggests that biacetyl should be included

in models of smoke plume evolution. The relative importance of biacetyl is determined by both its

abundance and evolution as well as its photolysis rate. With respect to PPN, I find that propanal is

an important immediate PPN precursor in fresh wildfire smoke. Unexpectedly, I also find that at least

one other immediate PPN precursor is likely needed to explain PPN production, and suggest that this

precursor may be ethylglyoxal. However, very few in situ measurements of ethylglyoxal exist to test this

hypothesis.

6.2 NEXT STEPS

There are five general areas of future extensions to this work, ranging from individual scale analy-

ses to coordinated community efforts. There are extensions to this set of observational analyses, some

of which are already being undertaken. Modeling efforts at plume, regional, and global scales will help

place the WE-CAN dataset in a broader context. Satellite observations could be used to extend these

analyses on larger spatiotemporal scales. Additional in situ observations may be needed to capture

the full range of real world smoke chemistry and assess the representativeness of our current obser-

vations. And lastly, laboratory studies will continue to be needed to constrain individual reactions,
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explore complex chemistry in controlled contexts, and to develop new capabilities for quantifying key

atmospheric constituents. Briefly, I will explore a few possible next steps in each of these areas.

6.2.1 Observational analysis extensions

The extraordinary set of measurements made by all the WE-CAN research teams is the singular rea-

son this work was even possible in the first place. Sampling so many fires with such a comprehensive

set of observations has opened the door to analyses across several or many plumes, instead of relying

just on individual case studies. There are several ongoing analyses that tie directly into the understand-

ing of reactive N in wildfire smoke. A manuscript describing the evolution and distribution of oxidized

nitrogen in greater detail is in preparation (Julieta Juncosa Calahorrano, personal communication),

as well as a manuscript exploring the production of O3 in the WE-CAN smoke plumes (Emily Fischer,

personal communication).

I investigated the formation of PAN and PPN in fresh smoke, but the same set of measurements

may be used to ask whether PAN and PPN are in steady state in older smoke. The main challenges are

likely in the estimating the concentration of OH in these older plumes, as well as the concentrations of

HO2 and RO2 which may become more important to the fraction of AP radicals lost as NOx dilutes and

oxidizes. Additional oVOC precursors may become important in older smoke as well, as more reactive

PAN precursor abundances decrease.

More work is needed to understand the bulk aerosol composition measurements made during WE-

CAN. Empirical analyses attempting to separately estimate the fraction of inorganic and organic AMS

pNO3 are ongoing, and similar analyses that may be able to separate AMS pNH4 between the pNH4

contribution from NH4 salts and reduced N compounds could be undertaken as well. More work is also

needed to better integrate the PILS data into future aerosol composition analyses. Temporal filtering

of higher-frequency data may be necessary when directly comparing PILS measurements with the rest

of the dataset. While I find support for the idea that NH4-organic salts are present in WE-CAN plumes,

more work could be done using the PILS data to link gas-phase organic acids to the particle-phase

measurements.

6.2.2 Modeling

Like most atmospheric science field projects, WE-CAN observations are a snapshot in time across a

subset of the phenomena (in this case wildfires). Atmospheric modeling efforts will be needed to help

assess the representativeness of these observations to the broader set of western U.S. wildfire smoke
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plumes, interrogate updated knowledge about chemical mechanisms, and understand the larger im-

pacts of western U.S. wildfire smoke both regionally and globally. This modeling will need to be done

on detailed plume scales all the way up to regional and global scales. The thermodynamic equilibria

inherent to both NH3 partitioning and the formation of APNs reinforces the importance of not only

getting the emissions of these species correct, but also estimating the injection height (and therefore

ambient temperature) correctly as well, especially in large scale models.

Models employing detailed chemical mechanisms such as the Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM

Jenkin et al. 2003) and the Generator of Explicit Chemistry and Kinetics of Organics in the Atmosphere

(GECKO-A) and/or detailed aerosol partitioning mechanisms such as ISORROPIA II (Fountoukis and

Nenes 2007) or E-AIM (Wexler and Clegg 2002) will be important for assessing whether our empiri-

cal understanding of smoke chemistry mechanisms is consistent with a more holistic representation.

Smoke plumes are extraordinarily complex and difficult to model, but detailed model simulations can

help answer questions such as what fraction of APNs do we capture with PAN and PPN? Smoke contains

hundreds of VOC species in appreciable quantities (e .g . Hatch et al. 2015), it would make sense that

other APNs are being formed as well (Altshuller 1993; Yokelson et al. 2009). And can we treat NH4NO3

thermodynamic equilibrium separately from aerosol mixing state? And what is the influence of pH of

aerosol composition?

6.2.3 Satellite observations

Capabilities in retrieving column observations of PAN and NH3 from satellite instruments are con-

tinually improving. Notably, the Cross-track Infrared Sounder (CrIS) instrument onboard the Suomi-

NPP satellite holds promise for higher sensitivity and higher spatial resolution retrievals compared to

previous observations from the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) and the Infrared Atmo-

spheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI). Higher fidelity retrievals of PAN and NH3 can be combined

with CrIS retrievals of CO to extend the WE-CAN observations. Preliminary work (Julieta Juncosa Cala-

horrano, personal communication) shows that CrIS retrievals can capture both the production of PAN

as well as the loss of NH3 in individual smoke plumes. The possibility of extending production and

loss timescale analyses across many plumes and years is exciting. Larger datasets from these analyses

may also be able to leverage other satellite products estimating differences in burn conditions with fire

radiative power and fuel type maps to tease out broader associations than can be done with limited in

situ observations.
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Improved satellite retrievals of PAN and NH3 in smoke may also lend themselves towards another

type of analysis. Deposition of N from smoke is already important to sensitive ecosystems, and better,

more spatially dense, satellite retrievals combined with regional and global scale modeling could result

in better estimation of N deposition from smoke and more confidence in our ability to predict future

changes in N deposition due to changes in wildfire frequency or magnitude.

6.2.4 Additional in situ observations

WE-CAN sampled a large number of fires, but due to aircraft and logistical constraints these fires

were nearly all sampled during midafternoon while emitting smoke into the upper boundary layer or

free troposphere. This may bias our results towards large fresh smoke plumes emitted by actively burn-

ing fires. Therefore a good question is: Are our observations broadly representative or not? Sampling

natural experiments such as fires will often lead to over- and under-sampling of certain processes or

types of fires. The atmospheric science community identified wildfire smoke as a joint focus area sev-

eral years ago, and a series of other aircraft, ground, and lab studies have been undertaken that can

augment the findings from WE-CAN. Specifically, the Fire Influence on Regional to Global Environ-

ments 2016 (FIREX-2016) laboratory studies, the Fire Influence on Regional to Global Environments

and Air Quality (FIREX-AQ) field project in summer 2019, and the Fire and Smoke Model Evaluation

Experiment (FASMEE) in summer and fall 2019 have all gathered additional in situ and remote sens-

ing observations in smoke. FASMEE contained sampling of smoke from large scale prescribed burns,

FIREX-AQ sampled smoke further into nighttime and likely captured plume evolution from the same

fire over multiple days, and FIREX-2016 included many different western U.S. fuels as well as cham-

ber evolution experiments. Ground sampling teams during both WE-CAN and FIREX-AQ were able

to capture plumes that either were not lofted into the free troposphere or settled back into valleys

overnight. The combination of data from these projects along with WE-CAN can be used to critically

assess whether the full range of fire behavior, fuel types, and atmospheric processing was captured.

The analyses in Chapter 3 and 4 would not have been possible without high time resolution and ac-

curate gas-phase NH3 measurements, and more observations of the timescales and forms of NH3 par-

titioning in biomass burning smoke could help improve our understanding of wildfire smoke’s impact

on radiative balance (Paulot et al. 2017). There is a need for more in situ observations of NH3 evolution,

not only in this region but also for boreal and tropical regions. Fires in these other regions can have

very different emission ratios of reactive nitrogen species (e .g . Akagi et al. 2011). Paulot et al. (2017)
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and this study have offered evidence suggesting larger ratios of NOx/NH3 emitted may be more con-

ducive to faster NH3 partitioning via formation of NH4NO3 and additional in situ observations could

help test the generality of this inference.

6.2.5 Laboratory measurements

My work has identified a need for new laboratory experiments, specifically with respect to PAN and

PPN formation mechanisms. I suggest three different types of experiments.

While multiple measurements of biacetyl cross sections as a function of wavelength are consistent

with each other (Horowitz et al. 2001), to my knowledge the quantum yield of dissociation of biacetyl

as a function of wavelength in the tropospherically-relevant spectral region has not been measured.

Average quantum yields across the absorption region have been estimated from photolysis chamber

experiments, and a specific quantum yield at 248 nm has been measured by Rajakumar et al. (2008). If

biacetyl is potentially the second most important PAN precursor in fresh wildfire smoke, then we need

better constraints on its photolysis rates.

The other uncertainty in the contribution of biacetyl to PAN production is uncertainty in the quan-

tification of its mixing ratio in smoke by the PTR-ToF-MS. Further work is needed to more accurately

and precisely measure mixing ratios of biacetyl in smoke. While comparison between different VOC

measurement techniques in very fresh smoke from lab burns has attributed ∼ 90% of measured mass

to biacetyl at the 86 (C4H6O2) m/z (Koss et al. 2018), future aging experiments of smoke that include

photolysis may be able to test this attribution in more chemically aged smoke.

Lastly, future lab studies may investigate the quantification of ethylglyoxal in smoke, and could

place better constraints on its OH oxidation rate coefficient and photolysis rate. It is not clear if ethyl-

glyoxal can be detected or quantified by the current commonly used VOC measurement techniques

(Joost de Gouw, personal communication). All published quantification of ethylglyoxal to date has

been done via derivatized filter sampling. However, these methods may not be reliable for all carbonyls

and dicarbonyls (Apel et al. 2003). Ethylglyoxal and biacetyl are isomers (C4H6O2), and so one ques-

tion that a lab experiment could address is: Could some of the detection of biacetyl in a PTR actually be

attributed to ethylglyoxal? The previously mentioned apportioning of the C4H6O2 m/z measurement

PTR measurements was done with a gas chromatograph (GC) in line with the PTR (Abigail Koss, per-

sonal communication). If the GC column did not transmit ethylglyoxal then it would not have been

included in the apportioning. In the lab studies described by Yokelson et al. (2013b), a proton ion-trap

mass spectrometer quantified ”unknown mass at 86 m/z” , offering one small piece of evidence that
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perhaps ethylglyoxal could be detected at that mass. Of course other dicarbonyls can fragment in the

PTR and quantification then becomes complex and uncertain (Stönner et al. 2017). In summary, some

simple experiments attempting to detect and quantify ethylglyoxal with multiple different techniques

in the lab could provide immediate insight into how likely it is that ethylglyoxal’s contribution to PPN

production is reasonable.
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A1 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3

TABLE A1. Species with missing measurements for each set of emission transects used in the Chap-
ter 3 analysis.

Fire ID missing measurements

Bear Trap Fire RF09 a

Bear Trap Fire RF09 b N2O

Beaver Creek Fire RF11

Carr Fire RF02 a PAN, PPN

Carr Fire RF02 b N2O, PAN, PPN, PILS NH4, PILS NO3, HONO

Donnell Fire RF07

Goldstone Fire RF10 N2O

Kiwah Fire RF06 a

Kiwah Fire RF06 b N2O, PILS NH4

Monument Fire RF10 N2O, PILS NH4

Rabbit Foot Fire RF06

Rabbit Foot Fire RF10 N2O

Rabbit Foot Fire RF11 N2O

Rattlesnake Creek Fire RF01 N2O, PAN, PPN, NO, NO2

Red Feather Lakes Rx Fire RF18 a N2O, HCN, HNCO, HNO3, HONO, ΣONs, PILS NH4, PILS NO3

Red Feather Lakes Rx Fire RF18 b N2O, HCN, HNCO, HNO3, HONO, ΣONs, PILS NH4, PILS NO3

Sharps Fire RF04 a

Sharps Fire RF04 b

Silver Creek Fire RF19 N2O, HCN, HNCO, HNO3, HONO, ΣONs, PILS NH4, PILS NO3

South Sugarloaf Fire RF15 a CH3CN, ΣNVOCs

South Sugarloaf Fire RF15 b CH3CN, ΣNVOCs

South Sugarloaf Fire RF15 c CH3CN, ΣNVOCs

South Sugarloaf Fire RF15 d CH3CN, ΣNVOCs

Taylor Creek Fire RF03

Wigwam Fire RF10 N2O, PILS NH4, PILS NO3
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TABLE A2. Fire location and fuel types for all fires used in the Chapter 3 analysis.

Fire ID Lat, Long Fuels present

Bear Trap Fire RF09 a - b 39.29312, -109.87434

pinyon, douglas fir, engelmann spruce,

bigtooth maple, white fir, ponderosa pine,

gambel oak, juniper

Beaver Creek Fire RF11 45.93701, -113.51476
lodgepole pine, whitebark pine, subalpine fir,

engelmann spruce

Carr Fire RF02 a - b 40.63087, -122.5196

jeffrey pine, ponderosa pine, live oak,

blue oak, black oak, douglas fir,

wheatgrass, cheatgrass, chamise,

knobcone pine, scrub oak, white fir, red fir

Donnell Fire RF07 38.36457, -119.88161
red fir, douglas fir, ponderosa pine,

jeffrey pine, sugar pine, tanoak

Goldstone Fire RF10 45.10841, -113.56241 lodgepole pine, douglas fir, ponderosa pine

Kiwah Fire RF06 a - b 44.85122, -115.24404

douglas fir, ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine,

willow, sagebrush, sedge,

grassland

Monument Fire RF10 44.99973, -111.82156
whitebark pine, subalpine fir, douglas fir,

ponderosa pine, engelmann spruce

Rabbit Foot Fire RF06 44.85753, -114.26653
ponderosa pine, subalpine fir, whitebark pine,

douglas fir

Rabbit Foot Fire RF10 44.85753, -114.26653
urban, whitebark pine, subalpine fir,

douglas fir, ponderosa pine

Rabbit Foot Fire RF11 44.85753, -114.26653

douglas fir, ponderosa pine, sagebrush,

whitebark pine, subalpine fir, quaking aspen,

engelmann spruce

Rattlesnake Creek Fire RF01 45.27518, -116.36568 ponderosa pine, wheatgrass, douglas fir
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TABLE A2. Fire location and fuel types for all fires used in the Chapter 3 analysis.

Fire ID Lat, Long Fuels present

Red Feather Lakes Rx Fire

RF18 a - b
40.852, -105.576

ponderosa pine, douglas fir, ceanothus,

gambel oak

Sharps Fire RF04 a - b 43.58734, -114.1623 sagebrush

Silver Creek Fire RF19 40.22616, -106.60233
quaking aspen, engelmann spruce, subalpine fir,

lodgepole pine, whitebark pine

South Sugarloaf Fire RF15 a - d 41.77587, -115.78555
sagebrush, quaking aspen, subalpine fir,

douglas fir, engelmann spruce, lodgepole pine

Taylor Creek Fire RF03 42.46705, -123.68992
douglas fir, jeffrey pine, ponderosa pine,

tanoak, black oak, madrone

Wigwam Fire RF10 45.13977, -111.89273
douglas fir, ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine,

subalpine fir, whitebark pine, engelmann spruce
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TABLE A3. Number of emission transects, sampling period, mean altitude of sampling, and mean
estimated physical age of the emission transects shown here for all fires used in the Chapter 3
analysis.

Fire ID
number of

transects

Start of sampling

(UTC)

End of sampling

(UTC)

mean

Alt

(m)

mean

Age

(min)

Bear Trap Fire RF09 a 3 2018-08-09 21:22:00 2018-08-09 21:37:43 4532 54

Bear Trap Fire RF09 b 1 2018-08-09 23:00:23 2018-08-09 23:05:15 4555 62

Beaver Creek Fire RF11 1 2018-08-15 21:54:45 2018-08-15 21:56:26 4557 58

Carr Fire RF02 a 2 2018-07-26 21:52:10 2018-07-26 22:00:05 3842 67

Carr Fire RF02 b 1 2018-07-26 22:27:35 2018-07-26 22:30:31 3993 62

Donnell Fire RF07 2 2018-08-07 00:22:51 2018-08-07 00:53:43 4534 79

Goldstone Fire RF10 2 2018-08-13 22:07:21 2018-08-13 22:22:29 4561 38

Kiwah Fire RF06 a 4 2018-08-04 00:59:51 2018-08-04 01:17:27 4015 56

Kiwah Fire RF06 b 1 2018-08-04 01:54:40 2018-08-04 01:57:47 4280 70

Monument Fire RF10 1 2018-08-13 22:50:39 2018-08-13 22:52:53 4548 30

Rabbit Foot Fire RF06 3 2018-08-04 01:31:41 2018-08-04 01:45:35 4279 41

Rabbit Foot Fire RF10 3 2018-08-13 21:42:57 2018-08-13 22:05:01 4562 53

Rabbit Foot Fire RF11 4 2018-08-15 20:42:51 2018-08-15 21:33:03 4395 63

Rattlesnake Creek Fire RF01 2 2018-07-24 19:45:00 2018-07-24 20:06:47 3228 71

Red Feather Lakes Rx Fire RF18 a 4 2018-09-10 20:10:51 2018-09-10 20:24:16 3646 31

Red Feather Lakes Rx Fire RF18 b 3 2018-09-10 22:24:54 2018-09-10 22:36:48 4010 39

Sharps Fire RF04 a 2 2018-07-31 20:39:13 2018-07-31 20:55:27 5116 54

Sharps Fire RF04 b 1 2018-08-01 01:03:33 2018-08-01 01:09:05 5132 79

Silver Creek Fire RF19 2 2018-09-13 21:07:16 2018-09-13 21:19:06 5183 26

South Sugarloaf Fire RF15 a 2 2018-08-26 20:08:32 2018-08-26 20:26:07 4244 48

South Sugarloaf Fire RF15 b 2 2018-08-26 20:35:49 2018-08-26 20:57:47 4563 67

South Sugarloaf Fire RF15 c 1 2018-08-26 22:00:13 2018-08-26 22:06:28 4577 73

South Sugarloaf Fire RF15 d 4 2018-08-27 00:53:15 2018-08-27 01:33:56 4475 48

Taylor Creek Fire RF03 4 2018-07-30 22:47:28 2018-07-30 23:03:00 3345 29

Wigwam Fire RF10 2 2018-08-13 22:48:42 2018-08-13 23:02:10 4547 38
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FIG. A1. a) Normalized excess mixing ratios (NEMRs) of measured Nr species for emission tran-
sects of WE-CAN fires with NO3 and NH4 estimates from PILS in place of AMS. Asterisks indicate
one or more NEMR estimates are missing and were filled using the mean NEMR for that species
across the rest of the emission transects. b) Fractional contribution to total measured reactive ni-
trogen (ΣNr) measured in young smoke plumes during WE-CAN. Sums greater than one during
some emission transects reflect small negative NEMRs for HNO3 as described in the text. pNH4

and pNO3 data are from the AMS.
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FIG. A2. Normalized excess mixing ratios (NEMRs) of measured reduced Nr species for emission
passes of WE-CAN fires, plotted by measured species. While not all NVOCs in ΣNVOCs are re-
duced, this quantity if also plotted here.
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FIG. A3. Normalized excess mixing ratios (NEMRs) of measured oxidized Nr species for emission
passes of WE-CAN fires, plotted by measured species.
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FIG. A4. Timeseries of a) CO, b) NH3, c) N2O, and d) CO2 for the Bear Trap Fire, RF09. Grey shading
represents emission transects.
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FIG. A5. Timeseries of a) CO, b) NH3, c) N2O, and d) CO2 for the Rabbit Foot Fire, RF11. Grey
shading represents emission transects.
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FIG. A6. Timeseries of a) CO, b) NH3, c) N2O, and d) CO2 for the Rattlesnake Creek Fire, RF01. Grey
shading represents emission transects.
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FIG. A7. Timeseries of a) CO, b) NH3, c) N2O, and d) CO2 for the Taylor Creek Fire, RF03. Grey
shading represents emission transects.
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FIG. A8. Relationships between the ratio of NH3 to NOx with, a) MCE, and b) the fraction of HCN
+HNCO that exists as HNCO.

FIG. A9. Relationship between the ratio of ΣNHx/ΣNOy with total measured ΣNr.
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FIG. A10. Relationships between the ratio ofΣNHx [=NH3 + pNH4] toΣNOy with, a) fire radiative
power from MODIS, and b) 1000hr fuel moisture estimates at the time of burn from GRIDMET.

FIG. A11. Comparison of the relationship between NVOC EFs and MCE.
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FIG. A12. Comparison of the relationship between NVOC EFs and MCE from this study with those
from Koss et al. (2018) for 9 identified species in common.
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A2 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 4

FIG. A13. Evolution of HCN NEMRs with estimated physical plume age. HCN observations were
not collected during the Silver Creek Fire sampling. Error bars are the 1σ standard deviations of
the calculated NEMRs and the estimated physical age.
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FIG. A14. Kernel density (histogram) plots for subsets of the NH3 and HNO3 mixing ratio measure-
ments. All data have been averaged to the TOGA timebase before compilation and plotting. Fresh
smoke, medium smoke, and old smoke correspond to data labeled according to the estimated
chemical age described in Section 2.2.5. Free troposphere data are measurements identified as
not smoke-influenced and >3 km above sea level (asl) in altitude. Central Valley data consist of
observations measured below 3 km asl during research flight RF08, 8 August 2018, which included
missed approaches in the California Central Valley. These data contain both smoke and anthro-
pogenic emission influence.
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FIG. A15. Evolution of NH3 and CO mixing ratios with estimated distance from the fire source.
Plotted are the mean mixing ratios of NH3 in black and CO in grey for each plume transect, mi-
nus the estimated background and normalized by the highest mixing ratio from all transects in
that pseudo-Lagrangian sampling pattern (usually the youngest plume pass) against the distance
downwind of the fire. τNH3 and τCO represent the estimated e-folding loss distance with respect
to dilution+ chemical losses with 1σ standard deviation in kilometers, calculated for a first-order
exponential decay to zero.
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FIG. A16. (a-c) Measured pNH4 fraction (pNH4/ΣNHx) as a function of temperature, binned by
young, medium, and old smoke, as defined by chemical age estimates from O’Dell et al. (in prepa-
ration). (d-f) Measured pNO3 fraction (pNO3/ΣNO3;ΣNO3 = pNO3 +HNO3) as a function of tem-
perature, binned by the same chemical age estimates. Observations are averaged to the timebase
of the TOGA instrument (approximately 30-second samples every 100 seconds) and colored by the
observed relative humidity. Data points include only the observations collected > 2 km above sea
level in order to limit ground-based emission influence, and are not background-corrected.
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A3 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 5

FIG. A17. Propanal fraction of the sum of individual propanal and acetone measurements by
TOGA. All measurements in smoke are plotted in grey, and measurements from two fires, Taylor
Creek and Bear Trap and colored purple and green respectively.
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